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Preface
The mission of the Massachusetts
Department of Conservation and Recreation
(DCR) is to protect, promote and enhance our
common wealth of natural, cultural and
recreational resources for the well-being of all.
The DCR has the responsibility and the privilege
to oversee the 450,000 acres of state-owned
lands across the Commonwealth. From the
spruce/ fir forests high up on Mount Greylock in
the Berkshires to the pitch pinel scrub oak
habitats on Cape Cod, this guidebook presents
the wonderfully diverse trees that make up our
unique landscape that can only be found in the
northeast.
The professional staff of the Bureau of
Forest Fire Control and Forestry dedicate time,
effort and resources to the stewardship of our
public and private lands through education,
consultation and active management of the
forests. I would like to acknowledge the
collaborative effort it took to update this
valuable publication especially Ken Gooch,
Felicia Andre, Mollie Freilicher and Peter Grima
who shared their expertise and passion for trees
to make this the most comprehensive collection
to date.
Finally, I wish to acknowledge and thank the
United States Forest Service for their ongoing
support, expertise and funding that allows DCR
to continue to advance our mission.
~ Leo P. Roy
Commissioner
MA Department of Conservation
and Recreation
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In order to better organize the numerous tree
species contained in this edition, we have chosen
to organize this book taxonomically - that is, the
trees are arranged according to family and listed
alphabetically by their scientific names.
However, to facilitate new learners, we have
ensured that common names are given
prominently on each page and used throughout
the narratives. Additionally, we have provided a
colorized quick-reference key on the back cover
using common names as a means of quickly
accessing the information presented here.
Regarding the names of plants used, many
tremendous advances in plant taxonomy have
been made in recent years, and changes in
classification of even some of our most familiar
trees continue to be explored, resulting in
species being placed in new families, a single
genus being divided into several, differentiation
of two similar trees as distinct species versus
subspecies, and so on. Due to the dynamic
nature of this taxonomical research, we have
decided to fall back upon a nomenclature that
was largely antecedent to these sweeping
changes, leaving a full recounting for a future
edition. In this edition, all scientific names for
families and species follow that of "Flora of the
Northeast: A Manual of the Vascular Flora of
New England and Adjacent New York", by
Dennis Magee and Harry Ahles (2007). For
those wishing to explore the current
nomenclature, we suggest the most recently
published regional flora, "Flora Novae-Angliae",
by Arthur Haines, or visit the
ew England
Wildflower Society's "Go Botany" website at
https: / / gobotany.newenglandwild.org.
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County Occurrence of Species
Each species page is accompanied by a graphic
depicting dle county-level occurrence of iliat species
in Massachusetts. These are color-coded, as shown
below, wiili green indicating a native species, orange
for non-native species that are known to escape
and/ or naturalize, and red for non-native species dlat
are known to be invasive in forest settings.
Occurrence data follow iliat of ilie New E ngland
Wildflower Society's "Go Botany" species accounts
pages (https: / / gobotany.newenglandwild.o rg), in
addition to personal knowledge of ilie present
audlors .

•

Native
Non-native, Naturalized/Escaped

•

Non-native, Invasive

Example graphic depicting the occurrence of Yellowpoplar in Massachusetts .

Vista from Mt Greylock State Reservation.
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In 1846, George B. Emerson, a contemporary thinker
and cousin to Ralph Waldo E merson, issued his "Report on
the Trees and Shrubs Growing aturally in the Forests of
Massachusetts", which was the first and perhaps most
comprehensive single accou nt of our woody plants. I-laving
been COlTIlni ssioned by the Governor's office, Emerson's
primary aim was to summarize the Commonwealth's forest
resources from an economic perspective. But in true
Victorian-era fashion, E merson elaborated at length on all
aspects of our trees and shrubs, ranging from the immediate
utilitarian uses of wood products to the purely aesthetic
attributes of fl owering trees. Among his more thoughtful
observations, which seem rather a7)ante garde today, he
meticulously made note of large specimen trees across the
state (a precursor to our "champion trees" program), he
forecasted the demise o f wood-based industries due to
overexploitation of the resource, and he drew attention to the
overlooked importance of shade trees and forests relative to
controlling and mitigating microclimatic effects!
Over 60 years later, the nascent office of the
Massachusetts State Forester, created in response to the
overexploitation and underu tilization of lands suitable for
growing trees, produced one of its first and most-enduring
Though it lacked the flourish and
public documents.
elegance of E merson's treatise, the first edition of "Forest
Trees o f Massachusetts and How You May Know Them" in
1907, in its condensed, readable and attainable format, was a
critical first step towards engaging a public that had lost touch
with their forests.
The "Fores t Trees" book.let has gone thro ugh
several iteratio ns in the past century, though the content,
timeless as it is, has remained largely the same as the original.
Now, in 2016, in celebration of trees and the enduring legacy
of the Commonwealth's long-standing commitment to
promoting and conserving forests, we present this 7th edition
of the "Forest Trees of Massachu setts" for the first time with
full color photographs and supplemented with a suite of trees
that were either overlooked in previous versions or have
proven themselves part of our modern landscape by their
own endurance. It is our sincere hope that our personal love
for trees is communicated through this boolJet, and that it
inspires a whole new generation o f Massachusetts' residents
and visitors to get outside and see the forest in new ways.
7
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Public Forests in Massachusetts
In 1907, the state owned very Ii tde land, but vast
expanses of acreage were in a condition of neglect or
exploi tation, abandoned as marginal agricultural
land or heavily cut without any regard for its future
utility. The succeeding decades saw a concerted
effort to intelligently re-establish forests on these
neglected lands, both by purchasing land to manage
as productive forestland and by providing technical
assistance to landowners who were interested in
devoting their lands to growing trees.
While private landowners still account for 70%
of woodlands in Massachusetts, with over 2 million
acres in private ownership, the state has accumulated
over half a million acres (573,000 acres, as of 20 10),
variously acquiring land for the purposes of timber
management, scenic beauty, watershed protection,
recreational value, wildlife habitat, and rare species
protection. Most public lands are owned either by
the Department of Conservation and Recreation
(DCR) in the forms of State Parks, State Forests
(239,000 acres) and Watershed Protection lands
(105,000 acres), or by the Department of Fish and
Game (DFG) in the forms of Wildlife Management
Areas (WMAs) and Wildlife Sanctuaries (160,000
acres).
Other significant acreage is held by
municipalities
(214,000
acres),
conservation
organizations and land trusts (118,000 acres), and
even 38,000 acres of federal lands (e.g. Cape Cod
National Seashore and Oxbow National Wildlife
Refuge). With nearly a million acres of public or
accessible land in a state of only 5 million, acres,
chances are there's a piece of woods near you where
you can spend some time amongst the trees.
Find a Forest Near You
DCR Porests and Parks
http: // www. mass.gov/def
MassWildlife Lands Viewer
http: // maps.env.state.ma.us/ d fg/ masswildlifeland s
Land Trusts in Your Area
http: //www.massland.org/ loea te-land -trust
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Forest Types of Massachusetts
In spite of being one of the smallest of the 50 states,
Massachusetts is endowed with a particularly diverse
cross-section of forest types. F rom the Cape to the
Berkshires, the variability in dimate, latitude, elevation,
soils, bedrock, and land use patterns has created a
complex and continually changing mosaic of woodlands,
each patch of woods bearing testament to centuries of
change and hinting at how it might change in the future.
The trees themselves are the first clue to
understanding the stories contained in the woods, and
with this modern incarnation of a historical booklet, we
hope to provide a useful and usable primer to the trees in
our
forests to enrich the experiences of another
generation of Massachusetts citizens and visitors.
While forest types actually occur across a
continuum, it is useful to break the landscape up
into regions where certain types are more common.
The figure below depicts a common delineation of
these regions, such as is used by natural resource
professionals, and brief descriptions of each appear
below. Thinking about the woods according to these
regions is a first step, but remember that the diversity
and heterogeneity of our woodlands means that any
given acre of forestland in Massachusetts is capable
of holding oddities, surprises or mysteries that even
make the professionals scratch their heads!

o
o

Pitch Pine O ak
Central Hard woods

-

Tran sition Hard woods

o

Northern H ard woods

-

Spruce fir / Northern Hard woods
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Pitch Pine-Oak

If you are among the millions of visitors to Cape
Cod in a given year, you have likely been immersed in
this forest type. The dominant trees are Pitch Pine and
Red, White, Black, and Scarlet Oaks. Shrubs commonly occur in the understory, including Scrub Oak and
Huckleberry.
Fire, both wildfire and human-caused, has played a
dominant role in creating and perpetuating this forest
type, and considerable effort is presently underway to
restore fire in a controlled manner to achieve both
ecological and fire hazard reduction objectives.
Forested wetlands are common and are typically
dominated by Red Maple and Atlantic White Cedar.
Though highly fragmented by development, large
intact examples of this forest type exist with public
access at Cape Cod National Seashore and Myles
Standish State Forest, among others.

Prescribed fire in Pitch Pine-Scrub Oak, Montague.
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Central Hardwoods

This is a more sou thern forest type that creeps
up into the warm er areas o f the state. Also known
as th e "Oak-Hickory" typ e, common forest trees
include Hicko ries (Shagbark, Pignut, and
Mockernut), O aks (Red, Black, Scarlet, White,
and Ch estnut), Red Maple, H emlock, and White
Pine.
Historically, Am erican Chestnut was an
appreciable compon ent, and Ches tnut sprouts are
still commonly encoun tered. Being typical o f
warmer sites, this fores t type can also b e found on
sunny south-facing slopes within the Tran sition
H ardwood s zone.
"The clearest way into the Universe is
through a fores t wilderness."
John Muir

A central hardwood s forest in fall, Mt. T oby, Sunderland.
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~

Northern Hardwoods

~

A number of tree species found in the Transition
Hardwoods region taper off at the higher elevations and
latitudes of western Massachusetts, creating a true
Northern Hardwoods type. The characteristic species are
Sugar Maple, American Beech, Yellow Birch and White
Ash, though Red Maple and Red Oak commonly
co-occur.
Conifers may be nearly absent over large areas, but
when present will include Hemlock, Red Spruce and
Balsam Fir (especially in wetlands).
On richer sites (i.e. richer in nutrienrs), which
incidentally are more common west of the Connecticut
River, White Ash and Sugar Maple will be more
dominant in the mixture, and both Basswood and
Bitternut Hickory enter in as well. These "rich woods"
often harbor a multitude of rare and interesting planrs,
including the early-blooming "spring ephemerals" that
follow shortly after the snowmelt.

Northern Hard woods, Wac husett Reservoir, Wes t Boylsto n.
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Spruce-Fir /
Northern Hardwoods

~

This type is restricted to the northern half of
Berkshire County, which contains the highest
elevations in the Commonwealth, namely Mount
Greylock and the northwestern extremity of the
Berkshire Plateau.
Red Spruce and Balsam Fir are locally prevalent,
with Tamarack and American Mountain-Ash often
found in association. More often these are mixed with
Yellow Birch, Paper Birch, American Beech, Red
Maple, and Sugar Maple.
The epitome of this type may be found on the
summit of Mount Greylock. At an elevation of 3,491
ft., Greylock attains a true "subalpine climate", such as
you might see on a hike in the White MOllntains, with
Balsam Fir, Red Spruce, and Showy Mountain-Ash
becoming dominant.

Spruce-Fir / Northern hard wood fores t.
13
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- ~ Transition Hardwoods ~This highly variable zone is a living testament to
the "tug of war" that has taken place between the
Northern Hardwoods and Central Hardwoods over
the last several millennia.
Fluctuations in climate, fire regimes and logging
intensity, as well as changes in land use and
management objectives, have effectively blurred the
line between the northern and southern forest type,
creating a region of heterogeneity that is typified by
a large number of tree species.
The most common mixture of trees includes
Red Oak, White Pine, Red Maple, Black Birch, and
Hemlock, but any of the species from the northern
or southern types may co-occur with these, and
pockets of pure northern or southern associations
are likely across the landscape.
"Conservation means the wise use of the
earth and its resources for the lasting good
of men."
Gifford Pinchot

View of a transition hardwood forest, Leyden.
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Floodplain Forest

Though not mapped 1ll the figure, the
floodplains of our major rivers, like the Connecticut
and Merrimack, still harbor a special forest type that
has furnished a numb er of familiar street trees.
Floodplain trees, by nature, are tolerant of
restricted root zones, high water tables, and other
stresses that make them good candidates for
planting in the urban and suburban landscape.
American E lm was perhaps the first and most
successful floodplain tree to en ter the landscape
trade, though its prevalence was curtailed by Dutch
E lm Disease. Other trees you may be familiar with
include Green Ash, Sycamore, Silver Maple, River
Birch (Merrimack River only), and Cottonwood.

''You only need sit still long enough in
some attractive spot in the woods that all
its inhabitants may exhibit themselves to
you by turns."
Henry David Thoreau

The Conn ecticut river in the Montague and Deerfield area.
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MAPLES
How to know the Maples

Striped Maple

Sugar Maple

Red Maple

Acer ptll!y/t'ollimm

ACl'r socrhof'1lm

Acerf'1lbf'1lm

Habit

Hab it

Habit

A shrub or small,
erect tree. T ru n k
contin uo us.

Wh en young the
o utline is usuall y
narrowly eggshaped. Later it mal'
become round ish.
Trunk contin uo us.

Trunk upright and
usually continuo us.
Occasio nally it
divides into 2 or 3
upright stems. H ead
narrow and
roundi sh.

Bark on Trunk

Bark on Trunk

Bark on Trunk

Reddi sh-brown or
dark green with
lo ngitudinal
whiti sh striations.

Gray in color. O n the
old trunk, rough with
ascending scales
which project
irregularly at the
edges.

Dark gray. Marked
by lo ngitudi nal
ridges and bro ken
into plate-W.;:e scales.

Leaves

Leaves

Le aves

Ro undi sh, 3-lo bes
and finel y and
sharply do ubly
toothed.

Usuall y 5 lobes,
so metimes 3.
Sinuses between
lobes roun ded .
Lobes sparingly
toothed.

Lo bes 3 to 5. Lobes
broad and irregu larly
doubly serrated or
toothed. Whi te on
under surface.

Flowers

F lowers

Flowers

Bright yellow, in
slender race mes.
Appear when
leaves are full y
developed.

G reenish-yell ow, in
clusters, on long,
threadli ke stalks.
Appear with the
leaves.

Scarlet or yeUowishred, in clusters.
Appear before the
leaves.

Buds

Buds

Buds

1/3- 1/ 2 inch long,
2 scales, va lvate.
Terminal bud
bright red , lo nger
than lateral buds.

Brownish, term inal
bud, sharp, with
scales.

With round ed scales,
red to green.
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MAPLES
How to know the Maples

\y',

"

~:{i'Sibet
Maple
AtIf:~

Norway Maple

Bosddtt

Am-~

ARr~

H abit

H abit

H abit

Norm ally, trunk
separates at a few feet
from the gro und into
three or four upright
stems. Branches
slend er and often
pendulou s.

Trunk uprigh t and
continuous. H ead
dense and
roundi sh.

Medium-sized,
short-trunked, ofte n
multi-s temmed tree
with ro und ed crown.

B ark on Trunk

Bark on Trunk

Bark on Trunk

Dark gray with a
reddi sh tinge. More or
less furrowed .
Separates into thin
scales.

D ark gray with
ridges and shallow
furrows.

Light gray and
smooth, becoming
furrowed.

Leaves

Le aves

Leaves

Us ually 5 lobes, rarely
3. Lobes long, narrow
and toothed. Silvery
white o n un der
surface.

5 lo bes sharp ly
pointed. Milk y sap
visible when leaf is
plu cked from stem .

Light-green,
com po und , 5 to 7
leaflets per lea f.

Flowers

Flowers

Flowers

Greeni sh-yellow o r
pinki sh, in clusters.
Appear lo ng before
leaves.

Greeni sh-yeJJ ow, in
clusters. Appear
befo re th e leaves.

YeUow-green,
witho ut petal s.

Buds

Buds

Buds

Leafbuds: red, ovoid,
wi th pointed scales.
Flower buds: red, scaled,
globose, in clusters.
Pungent odor when
crushed.

T erminal bud with
scales, blunt,
maroon, 1/ 4 to
3/8 inch lo ng.

'/ 4 inch long,
greenish to reddi sh,
with white hairs.

~:

';",
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Family:

Aceraceae

BOXELDER
Acer negllndo
Also known as Ashleaf Maple.

BOXELDE R is native to a small area of the
southwes tern part o f Massachusetts, but was largely
planted as an ornam en tal tree throughout the state
and has escaped in localized areas near habitation. It
is a short-lived, fast-growing, medium-sized, brittle
tree, typically reaching fifty to seventy feet tall and is
subj ect to wind and ice damage.
Bark is light gray and smooth on young stems,
becoming deeply furrowed forming longitudinal
ridges on older trees.
Leaves are light green, opposite, compound,
usually five to seven leaflets per leaf, two to four
inches long, and can vary greatly in shape.
Flowers open just before the leaves in spring
and are yellow-green, and have no petals. Male and
female flowers are borne on separate trees.
The fruit attains mature size in summer, ripening
in autumn, consisting o f a double winged pair of
seeds. Wings are only slightly divergen t and the seed
body is wrinkled, three tin1es longer than broad.
Twigs are smooth, rather stou t, green to
purplish green in color, and covered with a grayish
waxy bloom.
The wood is light, soft, creamy white, weak, and
close-grained. Occasionally it is used for pulp, crates,
and fuel. Maple sugar can be made from tl1.e sap .

"A tree is beautiful, but what's more, it has a
right to life; like water, the sun and the stars,
it is essential. Life o n earth is inconceivable
without trees."
Anton Chekhov
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Tree commonly seen in
edge habitat.

Bark.

Twig showing the range of color from green to purpli sh green
with a waxy bloom ..

Compound leaf.
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~ Family:

Aceraceae

STRIPED MAPLE
Acer pensy/valliclll1l
Also known as Goosefoot Maple, Moosewood, Moose Maple.

STRIPED Maple commonly occurs in the
central and western sections of Massachusetts, but is
rare or absent near the coast. It is a slender and
graceful tree, attaining a height of twenty to twentyfive feet and a diameter of five to eight inches. Its
favorite habitat is cool, rocky woods. The species
does not require full sunlight to realize its maximum
growth potential but grows best under moderate
lighting found in partial or small forest openings.
Striped Maple is very shade tolerant.
Bark on the trunk is reddish-brown or dark
green, striped longitudinally with whitish lines
which in time turn brown. Bark on the twigs is
bright reddish-brown.
Leaves are simple, opposite, from five to six
inches in length, nearly as broad, three-lobed and
pale green. The leaves are sometimes likened to the
foot of a goose. In the autumn they change to a
clear, light yellow.
Twigs are stout, smooth, reddish, marked with a
few dots and contain a brown pith. Buds are almost
half an inch long, obviously stalked, covered with
two visible red scales.
Flowers are small, bell-shaped, bright yellow in
color and appear in slender racemes in late Mayor
early June when the leaves are fully developed.
Fruits are small winged maple keys in branched
clusters.
The wood is light, soft and without commercial
value, but makes fine , strong hiking staffs when dry.
"Land is not merely soil, it is a fountain of
energy flowing through a circuit of soils,
plants and animals."
Aldo Leopold
20
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Bark with the white
stripes it is named for.

Twigs are green turning to a red
to reddish brown. The bud s
have 2 red scaJes covering them.

T ypcial three-lobed lea f and flowers.

Close-up o f flowers.
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Family:

Aceraceae

NORWAY MAPLE
AcerplatalloideJ

NORWAY MAPLE is very common throughout much of the northeast, though it is native to
Europe and Asia. Once heavily planted to replace
American elms obliterated by Dutch Elm Disease,
they have since been declared an invasive species.
They seed in easily and not only adapt to a variety of
soils but also are tolerant of many stressors like
drought and pollution. orway maples have a broad
spreading crown that typically grows forty to fifty
feet tall. This species is extremely shade tolerant.
The bark is smooth and gray on younger trees
and becomes more corrugated as tree ages.
The dark green leaves are opposite and simple
with five to seven sharply pointed lobes. They are
four to seven inches tall and wide. A good way to
distinguish the Norway Maple from other maples is
to pluck a leaf from the stem and look for a milky
sap flowing from the petiole. They have a yellow fall
color and are one of the last maples to lose their
leaves.
Clusters of inconspicLlous greenish yellow
flowers appear before the leaves in early spring.
The fruit is a two-winged samara attached at an
angle of 180 degrees. Each samara is an inch and a
half to two inches long and matures in late summer.
Twigs are smooth, stout and olive-brown with
solid white pith. Buds are large, blunt and greenish
maroon to maroon.
The wood is hard and heavy with a uniform
texture. It is used in furniture, paper, boxes, pallets,
and musical instruments.
"An understanding of the natural world and
what's in it is a source of not only a great
curiosity but great fulfillment."
David Attenborough
22
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Tree beginning to show its fa ll
color.

The corrugated bark of
an older tree.

Leaves and samaras.

Clu ste rs of greenish yellow flowers.

T he large, blu nt greenish mar oon to maroon bud and twig.
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r amily:

Aceraceae

RED MAPLE
Acer mbm lll

RED Maple usually grows where it is wet and is
common throughout the state. According to the
publication Forests ofM assacbusetts, 2014, it is the most
common tree in our forests, and accounts for 17%
of the total tree volume in the Commonwealth. Red
Maple is shade tolerant and a prolific sprouter.
It is a rapid-growing tree of medium size, with a
low, narrow, round head. Normally, it rises to a
height of forty to fifty feet and has a diameter of one
to two feet. Usually the trunk is continuous, though
occasionally it divides into two or three upright
stems.
Branches are rather slender and come out at
varying angles from the trunk.
The bark on older trees is dark gray, marked by
longitudinal ridges and broken with plate-like scales.
On the young shoots the bark is red and shiny.
Leaves are simple, opposite, from three to four
inches in length and have frorn three to five lobes.
The upper surface of the leaf is light green and the
under surface lighter. In the fall, the green is replaced
by varying shades of scarlet and orange.
Flowers appear before the leaves, in early April,
and are scarlet or yellowish-red. Likewise, the fruit,
which ripens in June, has a reddish coloring.
The wood is heavy, close-grained, easily worked
and capable of taking a good polish. However, it
lacks strength and decays rapidly when exposed to
alterations of moisture and dryness. It is used in the
making of furniture, turnery, gun-stocks and for fuel.
"A town is saved, not more by the righteous
men in it than the woods and swamps that
surround it."
Henry David Thoreau
24
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P amily:

Ace raceae

SILVER MAPLE
Acer sacciJmitlullI

SILVER Maple is common in the central part of
the state; in the eastern sections it is rare or absent.
It grows chiefly along waterways and in rich soils.
Shade tolerance of Silver Maple ranges from
moderately tolerant to very intolerant, depending on
site quality and location.
Normally, it ranges from sixty to eighty feet in
height and a diameter of three feet, having a trunk
which separates at a few feet from the ground into
three or four upright stems that are free of branches
for a considerable distance.
Branches are long, slender and frequently
pendulous.
The bark on the trunk is dark gray with perhaps
a reddish tinge, more or less furrowed and separates
into large, thin scales . The bark on the twigs is
chestnut-brown in color, lustrous, and emit a foul
odor when scraped or broken.
Leaves are simple, opposite, from six to seven
inches in length, and deeply five-lobed. The lower
surface is silvery-white. In autumn, the foliage
becomes a pale yellow.
Flowers, which are greenish-yellow or
sometimes pinkish, appear before the leaves, in late
March or early April.
The fruit is a typical two-winged maple samara,
with wide-spread wings tbat are two to three inches
long. They ripen in June.
The wood is moderately hard, rather brittle,
close-grained, light brown with wide white sapwood.
It is used in the manufacturing of paper, baskets,
box-boards, and many small household articles.
" Forestry is the preservation of forests
by wise use."
Theodore Roosevelt
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The deeply lobed leaf of Si.lver Maple.

Mature bark separating into lo ng thin scales.

Twig with fl owers and buds.
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Gamily:

Aceraceae

SUGAR MAPLE
Ace,. SClccbctrlll1l
Also known as Rock Maple.

SUGAR Maple may be found abundantly
throughout the state, although it is less frequent along the
coast. Its favorite habitats are cool, rich woods and on
moist, rocky slopes. Sugar Maple is very shade tolerant.
Normally, it grows from fiEry to sixry feet high, yet it
often reaches a height of at least one hundred feet and a
diameter of four feet.
In the open, the branches develop at a distance of
eight to ten feet above the ground and mal<e an acute
angle with the trunk, thus forming, at least when the tree
is young, an egg-shaped head. Later in life the tree may
assume a roundish form.
Bark on the old trunk is gray and roughened with
long vertical scales which project irregularly at the edges.
Leaves are simple, opposite, from three to five inches
in length, coarsely toothed, dark green and have three to
five lobes. The upper surface of the leaf is dark green, and
the under surface is pale green. In autulIUl the foliage
tal<es on brilliant shades of red, scarlet and orange.
Young twigs are reddish-brown in color, lustrous and
marked with pale dots. Buds are brown, conical, sharppointed, and covered with eight to ten exposed scales.
Flowers, which are greenish-yellow in color, are
borne on long, thread-like flower stalks and appear about
tile middle of April along with the leaves. Both pollenbearing and seed producing flowers occur in drooping,
slender-stalked dusters on the new growm.
Fruit is a two-winged samara, each wing being about
an inch long.
The wood is heavy, hard, durable, dose-grained and
capable of tal<ing and retaining a good polish. It is used
largely in the interior finish of buildings, in the miling of
furniture, Aooring, baseball bats, and in ship building.
Sugar Maple is best known for the maple syrup made
from the sap.
28
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Tree in fall color.

rature bark.

Leaf.

Fruit are samaras.
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Family:

Anacardiaceae

STAGHORN SUMAC
RhZlS ~yphil1a

STAGHORN Sumac occurs mainly as a shrub
throughout the state, usually in dry areas along
roadsides, pastures, and the base of cliffs .
It has alternate, serrated, compound leaves with
five to fifteen pairs of sessile leaflets and a single
terminal leaflet.
Twigs are stout, very hairy, with a whitish milky
JUlCe.

Plants are dioecious, with flowers appearing in
early summer in large, compact, yellow panicles two
to eight inches long.
Fruit ripens in August as a
spire of showy, red, velvety berries. The plant is not
pOlsonous. Berries can be used to make a lemonade
type drink.

The red velvety berries persist through winter.
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Sta nd of Staghorn Sumac in the winter.
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BIRCHES
How to know the Birches

Gray Birch
BeMa poplilf/olia

Paper Birch
BeMa papyrifera

B ark

B a rk

Grayish-white and chalky on the
o uter surface and orange on the
inner. D oes no t separate into
papery layers.

Creamy-white and lustrous o n
the o uter surface and orange
on the inner. Separates readily
into layers.

Le aves

Leaves

Tri angular, long-pointed and
coar sely do ub ly toothed. Lustrous
o n upper surface .

Egg-s haped and no t longpo inted. Usually doubly
toothed. N ot lustrous.

Flowers

Flowers

Winter eatkins borne singly or in
pans.

Winter catkins bo rne in
clusters o f three.

Photo of Paper Birches at
N aumkeag in Stockbridge, MA.
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BIRCHES
How to know the Birches

Black Birch
BeMa lenta

Bel1lla alkghanintsis

B ark

B ark

D ark, almos t black and
without luster. Broken into
large, lrregular plates .
Aromatic on young bra nches.

Shi ny go lden-yellow, occasio nall y
silver in color. Separates into thin,
curly layers giving the tree a
shaggy appearance. Aromatic on
yo ung branches.

Leaves

Leaves

Egg-s haped to oblong.
Sharply tooth ed.

Egg-s haped to oblong. Sharply
doubly toothed .

Flowers

Flowers

\'Vin ter catkin s no t clustered.
T hree to four on a shoot.

Winter catkins not clustered .
Three to fou r on a shoot.

Yellow Birch

NOTE
Th e E uropean White Birch (E. pelldttla), an
introduced species, is commonly planted for ornamental
purposes. It is a beautiful tree, closely resembling the
native Paper Birch. There are numerous horticultural
varieties, some with finely-cut leaves and pendulous
branches .
The wood o f Birches is valu ed chiefly for cabinetmaking, for sp ools, and o ther sm all articles . T hey yield
quan tities o f seed that are extrem ely valuable in reseeding
waste and barren lands, thu s rendering the conditio ns
favorable to White Pine. The White Pine then replaces
them in clean stands. Wh en young, th e saplings of all the
sp ecies look more or less alike.
Each Birch tree carries both male and female catkins,
which are long thin scaly extensions on the ends of twigs.
T hese p ersist during winter, the fem ale "cone" slowly
disintegrating and peppering the sn ow with seeds.
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Pamily:

Betulaceae

SPECKLED ALDER
A/ntiS il1CCltlCl subsp. mgosCi

SPECKLED Alder is very common throughout
the state, usually growing in wet areas along brooks,
swamps, and in pastures.
Alder usually occurs as a large shrub or small
tree, rarely more than ten feet tall.
The bark is smooth, brownish to grayish-green,
and marked with whitish blotches.
Leaves are alternate, two and one-half to four
and one-half inches long, reverse egg-shaped,
broadest above the middle, toothed along the
margins, and with a characteristic wrinkled (rugose)
texture due to depressed veins and tufts of brownish
hairs.
Flowers are in catkins that are formed the
previous year, and open before the leaves 1n the
spnng.
The fruit is woody and cone-like, with a very
short stalk.
Buds are egg-shaped, flattened, short-stalked,
maroon in color, and with few scales showing.
Twigs are slender, greenish brown; the pith is
triangular in cross section.
The wood is whitish, light, and soft. It has been
used as fuel, a source of tannin in the manufacturing
of leather, and a source of black dye.

Twig and buds
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Smooth bark speckled with whitish lenticels.

Wood y cone-like fruit.

Twig and bud s
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Pa mil y:

Betulaceae

YELLOW BIRCH
Betllia allegballiclISi.r
also knmvn as Silver Birch, and Swamp Birch.

YELLOW Birch is common throughout Massachusetts,
inhabiting the low, rich woods and hillsides or mountain
slopes. It is the most valuable of the native birches, and is
easily recognized by the yellowish-bronze exfoliating bark for
which it is named. The inner bark is aromatic and has a
flavor of wintergreen. Yellow birch is generally considered
intermediate in shade tolerance and competitive ability.
It is the largest of the native birches and often attains a
height of seventy to eighty feet and a trunk diameter of two to
three feet. Usually the trunk divides at a considerable distance
from the ground, continuing in two or three large limbs.
Branches are numerous and slender. In the woods the head
is small and irregular, while in the open it is broad and round.
Bark on the trunk is silvery-gray or light orange in color
and separates into thin, persistent layers. On very old trees the
trunk is rough, gray or blackish and dull.
Young twigs are light brown, hairy, lustrous and
aromatic, but to a lesser degree than those of the Blad( Birch.
Leaves are simple, alternate, egg-shaped or approximately
oblong, doubly toothed, three to five inches long and dark
green and dull on the upper surface. The main side veins are
un-branched. The scale edges of buds are somewhat hairy
whereas Black Birch is smooth.
Flowers are in catkins with male and female flowers on
the same tree. In winter the catkins which contain seeds slowly
disintegrate, and are not in dusters at the ends of twigs as fOlmd
in the White Birch.
The wood is heavy, strong, hard, and flexible. In the 1900's
it was used in the mal<ing of furniture, in the building of
carriages, for flooring and for fuel. Today, Yellow Birch lumber
and veneer are used in mal<ing furniture, paneling, plywood,
cabinets, boxes, woodenware, handles, and interior doors. It is
one of the principal hardwoods used in the distillation of wood
alcohol, acetate of lime, charcoal, tar, and oils.
36
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Lea f widl yellow fall color.

The typi cal yellowish-bro nze ex foliating bark.
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Family:

Betulaceae

BLACK BIRCH
Bett/la lenta
also known as Sweet Birch and Cherry Birch.

BLACK Birch favors moist, protected northerly or
easterly slopes with well-drained soils. It is also found on a
variety of less favorable sites with rocky coarse-textured or
shallow soils. Black Birch is shade intolerant. A long, fairly
clean trunk is developed in dense stands, while low, thick
branches are produced on open-grown trees. Black Birch is
one of the species that has replaced American Chestnut in
stands where chestnut was once a major component.
It is a tall, straight, brown or black barked tree, growing
to a height of fifty to seventy feet and a diameter of two to
three feet.
The bark on a young trunk is tight and marked by thin
horizontal stripes. As it gets older, the bark cracks into small
plate-like pieces.
Its specific name, lenta, is derived from the tough yet
flexible hairless twigs and branches that characterize the
species. The aroma of wintergreen, emanating from crushed
leaves and broken twigs, gives this birch one of its common
name, Sweet Birch.
Leaves are alternate with double toothed edges. The leaf
bases are even, and mostly wide or heart shaped. They are
short and pointed and the main side veins may be branched.
Buds are hairless, except the lower scales, which have a few
sparse hairs.
Flowers bloom from April to May in the form of
catkins, which dry into cylindrical erect fruit from AugustOctober.
The wood is also unique, being similar to Yellow Birch.
Lumber and veneer of the two species often are not
separated in the market, although production of Yellow
Birch far exceeds that of Black Birch. Black Birch is used for
furniture, cabinets, boxes, woodenware, handles, and
millwork, such as interior finish and flush doors. Paper pulp
made from Black Birch is used in various amounts with
other pulps to produce such products as boxboards, book
and newsprint paper, paper toweling, and corrugated paper.
Birch oil has been produced commercially from Black Birch
bark, but its use has declined with the introduction of
synthetic products.
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Blac k Birch with autumn color.

Leaves, twig, and fruit.

Bark crac king into scaly plates.
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PalTlil y:

Betu] aceae

PAPER BIRCH
Be/lila papyri/era
also known as \'l/hite Birch, Canoe Birch, or Silver Birch.

PAPER Birch grows commonly in the middle
and western parts of the state. It is prolific in the
vicinity of streams, swamps and the damp ,
wooded slopes. Paper Birch is shade intolerant
and can be found in areas that were once fields.
It commonly attains a height of about seventy
to eighty feet and a diameter of one to three feet.
The trunk is usually continuous, though it may
sometimes divide.
The branches are slender and horizontal or
slightly pendulous. When old or crowded, the
Paper Birch loses its lower branches and assumes a
small, round head.
The bark on the trunk is white and lustrous on
the outer surface and orange on the inner. It
separates into thin papery scales, or the thick
layers once used for birch bark canoes. The white
bark of mature trees is marked by horizontal
streaks, and fewer chevron-shaped dark markings
than Gray Birch.
Leaves are simple, alternate, egg-shaped, apex
not long-pointed, three to four inches long,
doubly toothed, dark and lusterless green on the
upper surface. Leaves have nine or fewer pairs of
side veins. Buds are blunt and hairless.
Flowers are borne in catkins, three-quarters to
one and one-quarters of an inch long. Sterile
catkins that appear in the fall are mostly in
clusters of three.
The wood is light, strong and hard. It was
used for spools, shoe lasts, and pegs in the 1900's,
as well as for paper pulp and for fuel. Now the
lumber is commercially used for veneer,
pulpwood, and many specialty items.
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Paper Birch grown in open field.

P apery white bark.

Stand o f Paper Birch in winter.

Leaves.

Ca tkins.
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Family:

Berulaceae

GRAY BIRCH
Bet1lla populifolia

GRAY Birch grows abundantly in all parts of the
state, thriving on the poorest sandy soils, yet by no
means limiting itself to such unfavorable conditions.
This is the tree that is usually the first to take possession
of fields or gravel banks that have gone into disuse,
mingling with other plants or taking possession of
many areas by itself The tree is chiefly valuable for the
rapidity with which it grows in poor soil. Gray Birch is
extremely shade intolerant.
A commonly found tree, it is a small, slender, and
pyramidal tree, ranging from twenty to thirty feet in
height and ten to eighteen inches in diameter.
The trunk, as a rule, ascends obliquely and has a
chalky-white color marked by many dark chevrons
(shallow inverted v's) at its base. Also present are
numerous narrow horizontal marks.
Branches are short, slender, and often pendulous
and may extend to the ground. The whole appearance
of the tree is light and airy. Branches are blackish and
the young shoots are brown.
Bark on the trunk is grayish-white and chalky on
the outer surface and orange on the inner. Unlike some
of the other birches, its bark does not easily separate
into layers.
Leaves are simple, alternate, triangular, longpointed, one to four inches in length, coarsely toothed,
and dark green and glossy on the upper surface. Twigs
are rough and warty without the wintergreen smell.
Buds have two to three scales and there are three bundle
scars. Short spur branches of densely clustered leaves
and leaf scars are present.
Flowers are in catluns, often appearing in the fall
and are usually solitary.
The wood is light, soft, and not durable. It was used
in the early 1900's in the manufacturing of spools and
shoe-pegs and still is useful for summer fuel.
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Gray Birch in winter with a bro ken limb. Red arrows point to
the characteristic chevrons.

Leaves, twigs, and catkins.

Leaves.
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Family:

Betul aceae

HORNBEAM
CaJpillllS caro/iniclI1a
also known as Blue-Beech, Ironwood, Water-Beech or Musclewood.

HORNBEAM inhabits wet woods, and the
borders of swamps and streams. It commonly occurs
throughout the state, though less frequently near the
coast. Hornbeam is shade tolerant, and capable of
persisting in the understory of climax: communities.
It is a slow-growing, small tree, twenty to forty feet
high, with a short trunk not more than ten to twentyfour inches in diameter.
The trunk is marked with irregular, longitudinal
ridges, resembling the muscles of a flexed arm.
Branches are irregular and crooked and extend at
varying angles. The head is compact, broad and flat, or
somewhat roundish.
Its bark is smooth like that of the Beech, and is
bluish-gray in color. For this reason it is called the Blue
Beech.
Leaves are simple, alternate, egg-shaped or oval,
double-toothed, sometimes long pointed, one to five
inches in length, and very similar to those of the Black
Birch, though the wintergreen aroma is not present.
Buds are brown and somewhat square in cross
section, with numerous scales in four rows. Twigs are
variably hairy or not.
Flowers are borne in catkins in April and male
catkins are not present in the winter. Both the fertile
and the sterile ones appear in the spring.
Fruits are tiny nuts that are attached to three
pointed leafY bracts. This nutlet is three-lobed and not
inflated, differing in this respect from the fruit of the
Eastern HopHornbeam.
The wood is compact, close-grained, tough,
durable and very strong. As in the early 1900's, it is still
used for levers, beetles (wooden hammers) , wedges,
mallets, and the handles of tools. The paradox is in
how quickly it decays when coming in prolonged
contact with the soil.
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H ornbeam form when grow n in the o pen.

Autumn colored leaves and the charac teristic ridges rese mbling
muscles in the bark.
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Family:

Betulaceae

EASTERN HOPHORNBEAM
Osflya virginiana

EASTERN Hophornbeam is a small tree,
reaching a height of twenty five to forty feet, with a
rounded crown. It is a fairly rapid grower, especially
in good soil, typically found on slopes and ridges in
the shade of other species.
The bark is gray, flaking away into long scales
which give the trunk a shaggy appearance.
Leaves are alternate, nearly oblong lanceshaped, widest in the middle, hairy underneath,
doubly and sharply toothed, and three to five inches
long.
Flowers are borne in catkins which open with
the leaf buds. Male catkins are formed in the
preceding summer, and are usually in clusters of
three.
The fruit is a cluster of bladder-like structures,
enclosing a ribbed nutlet that ripens in September,
and closely resemble the true hops fruit.
Twigs are dark reddish brown, slender, zigzagged, and have a small green pith.
The wood is light reddish brown, close-grained,
heavy, and very strong. It is used for levers, mallets,
tool handles, rollers for heavy equipment, and
chopping blocks.
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The shaggy appearance of the bark resembles a post scratched
up by a cat.

Leaves and frujt.

Autumn frujt and leaves .
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Gamily:

Bignoniaceae

NORTHERN CATALPA
Catalpa .rpeciosa

WHILE not native to Massachusetts, Northern Catalpa
was a popular tree to plant in communities up and down
the eastern seaboard in the late 1800s and finding a suitable
environment, it has naturalized and is now found all over
Massachuserrs. Native from northeastern Arkansas to
southwestern Indiana, this fust-growing tree often reaches
heights of forty to fifi:y feet, with an irregular, oval-shaped
crown at maturity. Afi:er leaf-drop, the texture of Northern
Catalpa can be quite coarse. It is often found along
roadsides, in yards and parks, and in forest fragments in
communities.
The bark is brown-gray in color, with ridges and
fUrrows on mature trees.
Leaves of catalpa are opposite or whorled and large, six
to twelve inches long and three to eight inches wide. They
are ovate, have an acuminate tip and a norched base, rnaloog
them somewhat heart-shaped. The leaves are medium-green
in color and paler on the underside. As the summer
progresses, leaves may turn black due to sooty mold.
Flowers are perfect, showy, and bell-shaped and
approximately two inches long and wide. They have five
lmequallobes, fringed at the margin, and are white with two
orange stripes and purple spots inside. They are borne in
upright panicles in late Mayor early Jlme.
The fruit is a narrow capsule, eight to eighteen inches
long, that is at first green and matures to brown. Inside are
numerous winged seeds. The long "pods" persist on the tree
throughout winter and can aid in winter identification.
Twigs are smooth or slighdy downy, stout, and brown
in color, with many large lenticels. Leaf scars are round and
concave in the middle, with obvious bundle traces forming a
ring. The pith is solid and white.
Wood of Northern Catalpa is lightweight and the
heartwood resists decay, and in the past it has been used to
make railroad ties. Modem uses for the wood include fence
posts, cabinetry, and carving.
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Long pods .in winter.

Stout twig with ro Llnd leaf scars.

Large heart shaped leaves .
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Family:

Caprifoliaceae

AMERICAN HOLLY
[/ex opaca

AMERICAN Holly is a small to medium-sized
~ tree, forty to fifty feet tall, with relatively short
~ horizontal branches forming a pyramidal crown.
When grown in the open, it is clothed with branches
to the ground. It is found from Quincy, Norfolk
County, southward in sandy, well-drained soils,
usually near water.
Leaves are two to four inches long, alternate,
elliptical, and with widely separated spiny teeth on
the margins. The leaves are dull dark green on top,
paler below, and persist on the plant for two to
three years.
Buds are one-eighth to one-fourth inch long,
rounded, obtuse, and with a fringe of minute hairs
on the bud scales.
Twigs are brown, slender, and at first hairy,
becoming smooth by the first winter.
The bark is smooth, light to medium gray, and
sometimes with warty excrescences.
Male and female flowers are borne on separate
trees and appear in late Mayor June. Flowers are
small, one-third of an inch in diameter with four
whitish petals. Male Bowers are borne in clusters of
three to nine, while female Bowers are either solitary
or grouped in threes.
Fruit is in the form of a red berry-like
drupe, one-fourth inch in diameter, that matures
in October and may persist on the tree till the
following June.
The wood is whi te to brown, tough but weak,
light, and close-grained. It has been used for cabinet
work and turnery.
"The creation of a thousand forests is
. one acorn. "
1n
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Smooth gray bark.

Classic pyramidal
ou dine.

Flowers, twig, and leaves .

Branch with fruit.
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Family:

Cornaceae

ALTERNATE-LEAF DOGWOOD

'-L~~~

Comus altel71ifolia
Also known as Pagoda Dogwood and Blue Dogwood.

ALTERNATE-LEAF Dogwood grows in the understory of open mixed woodland, along streams, in margins of
forest areas, and in hedges, on fertile, reasonably welldrained soils, often on lower slopes. It tolerates some shade,
but requires good light conditions to grow well.
Alternate-Leaf Dogwood is a large, straggly shrub or
small irregular tree that can reach heights of up to thirty five
feet and stem diameters of up to six inches. The crown is
irregular and often made up of attractive, horizontal tiers of
branches that carry many short, upwardly growing shoots
on which foliage tends to be clustered, but oriented
outwards with upper leaf surfaces mostly flat. Dead branches
may occur throughout the crown.
The trunk forks near the ground into several branches
that spread horiwntally in layers, giving it a pagoda-like
appearance.
Bark, when young, is thin, dark olive-green to reddish or
purplish brown with thin, pale brown, mostly vertical fissures.
With increasing age, the fissures deepen and broaden and
become separate grayish-brown and Battish ridges.
leaves are alternate, entire, elliptic-ovate, and tend to be
crowded at the ends of the twigs. They are two and a half to
four and a half inches long, yellowish-green, smooth above,
and have pressed hairs beneath.
Twigs are often lustrous, and greenish-brown. Dead
twigs become bright yellow-green in color.
Flowers appear in June after the leaves have developed
and occur in white clusters.
The fruit is a bluish-black drupe, somewhat round,
about one third of an inch in cUameter, and ripens in
September and Oaober.
The wood is diffuse porous, heavy, hard and close
grained. It resists abrasion, and has no commercial value, but
may find local use in wooden bearings and slides.
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Young bark.

Flower cluster and leaves.

Bluish-black frujt and green twigs.
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Family:

Cornaceae

FLOWERING DOGWOOD
Comtls florida

FLOWERING Dogwood is an unusually
beautiful shrub or small tree and is found growing
naturally throughout the state, especially in the
southern half, except for outer Cape Cod. Typically
in the understory, reaches a height of fifteen to thirty
feet.
Leaves are three to six inches long, opposite,
entire, broadly ovate to elliptic, bright with scattered
hairs, and pale green with hairs on the veins beneath.
Flowers are greenish white or yellowish and are
arranged in dense umbels surrounded by four large,
white petal-like bracts which give the appearance of
large spreading Bowers, and appear in late spring.
Fruit is a bright red, egg-shaped drupe about
one-half inch long and occurs in clusters.
Twigs are slender, smooth, greenish, and have
conspicuous opposite leaf scars. Leaf buds are conical,
while Bower buds are Battened, globose, and covered
by two valve-like scales.
The wood is reddish brown, hard, heavy, strong,
close-grained. Formerly, it was used for spools, tool
handles, pulleys, and turned articles. Today, primarily
it is planted as an ornamental tree.

Flowering D ogwood in full flo wer.
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Flower bud s.

Bark.

Flowers.

Flower and leaves .

F lowers.

Frujt and flower buds.
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Family:

Cupressaceae

ATLANTIC WHITE CEDAR
ChalllaeC)'Pa lis thyoides

ATLANTIC White Cedar typically grows in
acidic swamps throughout the Atlantic coastal plain.
In Massachusetts, it is most common in the south
eastern counties, though it is found sporadically far
inland and occasionally at higher elevations.
Although it grows in swamps, its foliage is highly
flammable, which is of importance in the landscape
of the fire-dependent Pitch Pine-Oak forest type
where it is most common. Atlantic White Cedar
often occurs in pure even-aged stands, reflecting its
shade intolerance and its tendency ro seed in after
major disturbances (e.g. hurricanes and major fires).
Its slender, horizontal branches form a narrow
conical head. The trunk is continuous, and attains a
height of forty to sixty feet and a diameter of one to
two feet.
Bark on the trunk is reddish-brown and flakes
off in thin scales. On old trees, particularly near the
base, it is irregularly furrowed.
Leaves are scale-like, less than an eighth of an
inch in length and dull blue-green in color. Cones
are woody, globose, about three sixteenth to one
quarter inch in diameter and red-brown at maturity.
The seed is small and winged.
The wood is light, soft, weak, very durable, and
aromatic. It is used for boat-building, interior
finishing, shingles, and is particularly desirable for
posts.
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Grove of Atlantic White Cedar.

Branches, leaves, and fru it.

Twig and cones.
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Famil y:

Cup ressaceae

EASTERN RED CEDAR
Jllflipems virgilliana

also known as Red Cedar.

EASTERN Red Cedar, is named for the red color
of its heart-wood. Growing on dry and gravelly
soil and rarely on moist ground, it is common in all
sections of the State. Eastern Red Cedar has been
classified as intolerant to very intolerant of shade.
It is variable in appearance. In youth its outline is
normally conical, and in old age it is btoad and
round. The trunk, often fluted, is continuous and
attains a height of forty to fifty feet and a diameter of
one to rwo feet.
Bark on the trunk is light btown, tinged with red,
and separates into long, narrow, ribbon-like flakes as
the tree matures.
The typical leaves are scale-like, about a sixteenth
of an inch in length and dark blue-green in color. On
young trees and sometimes on the mature plants,
there are needle-shaped leaves about one-quarter inch
in length.
The fruit is a berry-like cone, round, about the
size of a pea, and dark blue.
The wood is light, close-grai ned, not strong, easily
worked, and durable. It is red in color, and pleasantly
aromatic. It is used for posts, cedar chests, pencils,
and cabinets. A volatile oil derived from the juniper
leaves is used in perfumes. Dried berries are used as a
cooking spice. In the wild, berries are often eaten by a
variety of wildlife species.
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O utline in youth.

Red Cedar growing on the coast.

Branches .

T wigs and fruit.

Bark of a mature tree.

Clusters o f fruit o n a twig.
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Family:

~
••

Cupressaceae

NORTHERN WHITE CEDAR
T/Jllja aceidel/la/is

.. .
.

.
.".

~

also known as Eastern \Vhite Cedar, Arborvitae, and S\vamp Cedar.

NORTHE RN White Cedar is a compact pyramidal
tree o f medium size with a height o f fifty to sixty feet and
two to three feet in diameter. The tree is found throughout the state, mos tly in ornamental plantings, though it is
native to certain rich swamps in the southwes tern corner.
It also appears on well-drained slopes, usually in mixtures
with hardwoods.
I t is generally classified as shade tolerant. It is less
tolerant than Balsam Fir but slightly more tolerant tl1an
Black Spruce. N orthern \'(!lute Cedar can witl1stand
severe suppression for several years.
The trunk, often buttressed, is strongly tapered and
frequently divided into two or more direct stems.
Branches are short and nearly horizontal, sometimes
forming almos t impenetrable thickets, as dead branch es
are very stiff and persistent. In the op en, it develops a
co nical, symmetrical crown.
Bark is thin, gray to reddish brown, separating in
long, vertical, narrow shredd ed strips. Leaves (needles)
are scale-like with a length of one-eighth to o ne-quarter
in ches, and are arranged to make the small branches flat.
The scent is pleasant when crushed, but is pungent to the
tas te.
Fruits are small, oblong cones that m ature in one
season. They are yellowish-brown and one- third to onehalf inch in si ze, with six to twelve scales borne singly or
in large clusters on tl1e ends o f branch es. Seeds are oneeighth inch long, with two narrow wings almos t circling
the seed.
The wood is light, soft, brittle, coarse-grained,
durable, fragrant, and pale brown in color. It is especially
important for making fence posts, poles, rot-resistant
lumber, and shingles. Interestingly it was named "Arbor
Vitae" (a Latinized French name meaning " tree of life"),
after the 16th century explorer J acques Cartier's Canadian
exp edition team learned from the Native Americans how
to use the tree's foliage to treat scurvy. As a result of this ,
it became me first tree to be imported from America to
E urope.
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Leaves and branch.

Branches forming a thic ket.

Clu ster of yellowish-brown cones.
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Family:

~
~

Fabaceae

HONEY LOCUST
Cleditsia triacanthos

~4

THE Honey Locust is named for the edible sweet
pulp that is found inside its pods. Native to central
North America it is commonly planted in urban
environments for its fast growth rate, salt tolerance,
and drought resistance. Street trees tend to be
thorn-less varieties, however, trees grown in the wild
have sharp multi branched thorns that range from
three to six inches long each. The single-trunk tree
usually grows thirty to seventy feet with an open and
spreading crown creating light shade.
The bark is dark gray and black and develops deep
fissures as it ages forming large plates of bark on
mature trees.
Twigs are greenish brown to reddish brown and
have a zigzag form.
The pinnately to bipinnately compound leaves are
bright green, alternate, and are six to eight inches in
length. The leaflets are oblong-lanceolate and range
from one-third to one and one-half inches long and
about one-third as wide. Leaves appear later in the
spring d1an most trees. Fall color is yellow. The base of
the petiole is swollen and encloses the bud.
Flowers are in clusters, greenish yellow, fragrant
and inconspicuous. Each tree produces perfect and
imperfect flowers in the late spring.
Fruit is an irregularly twisted flat pod ranging
from six to eighteen inches long and one inch wide.
The green pods turn a reddish brown as they mature in
early autLillm and persist through the winter. Pods
contain fragrant edible pulp and numerous shiny
brown seeds that are extremely hard.
The reddish wood is very dense and strong. It
tends to rot slowly and has been used for fence posts
and railroad ties, as well as for furniture, tool handles,
and fuel.
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D eveloping fissures and plates
o f bark.
Tree grown in the open .

New growth appears yellow and
nuns green as season progresses.

Compo und leaves .

Leaves and large pods in autu mn.
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P amil )' :

Fabaceae

BLACK LOCUST
Robinia psetldoacacia

ALTHOUGH Black Locust is not native to the
state, it has become so thoroughly naturalized that it is
as common as many of the native species, especially in
the south-central and southwestern parts of the state. It
prefers rich ground, yet it is found in various soils.
Black Locust is very sensitive to competition and is
very shade intolerant.
When young, it is a rapid-growing tree, often
attaining a height of twenty feet in half as many years
as other trees. After that period the growth rate slows.
It is usually a small tree, from twenty-five to fifty feet in
height and from eight inches to two feet in diameter.
The trunk is erect or sometimes oblique and
irregular. Branches are small and brittle and form a
narrow, oblong head.
Bark on old trunks and branches is dark gray,
thick, and deeply and irregularly furrowed. Young
branches are armed with spines which disappear as the
tree ages.
Leaves are alternate, compound, and composed of
seven to twenty-one leaflets. Leaflets are small, about
an inch and a quarter in length, and oval in outline.
Twigs are stout, brittle, greenish to reddish-brown
and bear two short spines at each node. Buds are small,
imbedded in bark, and three to four occur above each
other.
Flowers, which appear in early] une after the leaves
unfold, are borne in loose hanging racemes, four to five
inches in length. They are creamy-white, showy,
fragrant, and much frequented by bees.
The fruit is a pod which is smooth, flat, dark
brown, and about three inches in length.
The wood is heavy, exceedingly hard, strong and
very durable when in contact with the soil. It is
employed for ship building, for fence posts, and for
fuel.
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Blac k Locu st in winter.

D eeply furrowed bar k.

A branc h with fl ower clusters.

Twigs armed with spines .

Compo und leaves.
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Family:

Fagaceae

AMERICAN CHESTNUT
Castanea delltata

AMERICAN Chestnut was found commonly thmughout Massachusetts, though less fi-equendy near the sea coast Its
habitat was rich, well-drained soil
Unfortunately, the chestnut blight changed all this. It was
caused by a fungus which entered our country on Asian
nursery stock imported to New York around 1900. Spread by
wind, rain, birds and od1er animals, it enters through C1£l.cks or
wounds in the bark, multiplies rapidly, making sunken cankers
which expand and girdle the stem, killing everything above the
canker, usually in one growing season. The American Chestnut
is ~ohly susceptible and was devastated throughout the natural
range, extending over the Appalachian hills and highlands from
Maine to Georgia. By 1940, tiu:ee and a half billion American
Chestnuts trees had perished. This species has an intermediate
shade tolerance and grows best in gravelly, rocky, well-drained
soils on hillsides or mountain slopes.
Formerly one of the tallest tl"ees in our eastern hardwood
forests, one hundred feet tall Chestnuts were common. Now,
American Chestnuts survive mosdy as small understory trees
that sprout back uum the original root systems and are
continuously attacked by the blight
The bark on the trunk of a small tree is dark gray and
smooth On the older trunk it is thick and divided by s11allow
furrows into broad, flat ridges. On the twigs the bark is dark
brown.
Leaves are simple, alternate, five to ten inches in length,
shatply toothed, and dark yellow-green in color. Buds are blunt
with only two to three visible scales.
Flowers appear from June to August, and male blossoms
are small in catkins six to eight inches long.
Fruits are round, four-valved, prickly burs that contain, as
a rule, two to three dark brown nuts.
The wood is coarse-grained, light, soft, and weak, but
durable when exposed to alternations of dryness and moisture.
It was used in the making of furniture, railroad ties, fence
posts, house finishing, and fuel before the chestnut blight
decimated this native tree by the late 1940's.
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There is no cme for d1e chestnut blight and young trees
exist because the chestnut sprouts readily from old stumps that
remain healthy for thirteen to fifteen yeat"S. The young trees
rarely live long enough to produce flowers and fruit before
infection sets in.

Chestnut sprouts.

Blighted bark.

An opened bur.

Leaves with autumn color.
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Leaves, branches, and burs.

Bur.
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Famil y:

Fagaceae

AMERICAN BEECH
Fag1ls gralldifolia

AMERICAN Beech is the only species of this
genus native to North America, and is common
throughout the state. Its home is on cool, rocky
slopes. Beech is classified as very shade tolerant. It is
a spreading tree with a broad and dense head, usually
growing from sixry to eighty feet high and having a
diameter of one and a half to three feet. Frequently
the stem is without branches for ten to twenty feet.
The root system is capable of sending up hundreds
of sprouts, called suckers, creating dense stands of
genetically identical saplings.
The bark on the trunk is smooth and blue-gray
in color. It is not to be mistaken for that of any other
native tree, except possibly that of the Hornbeam
which never gets as large.
Leaves are simple, alternate, oval, from three to
five inches in length, coarsely serrate and green on
both surfaces. Young trees may retain some leaves
into winter. Winter buds are long and slender and
taper slowly to a sharp point.
The fruit is a four-valved, prickly bur which
encloses a triangular nut.
Its wood is hard, strong, tough, perishable, and
liable to warp. It is employed in the manufacturing
of some kinds of furniture, for shoe lasts, for the
handles of tools and for fuel. Beech wood is excellent
for turning and steam bending. It wears well, is easily
treated with preservatives, and is used for Aooring,
furniture, veneer, and containers.

Leaves and branches in autumn.
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Young tree in faU color, Wend ell State Fores t.

Beech bark with bear claw
marks, William stown.

Typical Beech bud.
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OAKS
How to know the White Oaks

Leaves
Rounded lobes (sometimes very abruptly rounded
so as to appear pointed).

WhiteOak

Chestnut Oak

Swamp White Oak

Q uercus alba

QHercus primo

Q uereus bitolor

Leaves

Leaves
E lliptical in o utlin e
with shallow
sinuses, superficiaLl y
similar to Chestnut
(Castanea) .

E lliptical in outline
with shallow sinuses
and dull whitish-green
und ersides.

E lliptical to
oblo ng in outlin e
with regularly
rounded lobes
and mod eratelydeep si nu ses.

Leaves

Habitat

Habitat

Dry rocky woods,
ridgetops.

Forested wetland s.

Bark

Bark

Bark

Whiti sh-gray,
broken into long
plates when
young, then man y
small rectangular
blocks.

Very thi ck,
separating into wide
triangular ridges.

D ark gray in long,
overlapping thick
ridges.

Acorns

Acorns

Borne away from
branch on short
woody stems.

Borne well away from
branch on elongated
woody stems.
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OAKS
How to know the White Oaks

Acorns Cap s
Raised, warty scales.

Acorns
Maturing in first year, germinating in fall.

Leaves

Leaves

Leaves

Appearing SJWroothed, like chestnut
leaves, bu t with minute ro und ed tips
(mu cros) .

Similar ro Swamp
White Oak but
have characteri sti c
deep sinus at
midpoint.

T -shapecl with two
large lateral lobes
towards tip.

Habitat

Habitat

Habitat

Restricted to dry
woods over limestone
bedrock in so uthern
Berkshire Co unty.

Restricted to
Iimesro ne
influenced-sites in
Berkshire Co unty.

Restri cted to Cape
Cod, antucket,
and Martha's
V ineyard.

Acorns
Very large with a
shaggy, bri stl y
fringe abo ut the
rim o f the cap.
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OAKS
How to know th e R e d O aks

L eaves

Pointed with bristle-tipped lobes.
Veins extend all th e way out to the leaf edge.

-~

N.RedOak
QuemlJ rubra

Black Oak
Quercus velutina

Scarlet Oak
Querrus coronea

Aco rn s

Acorn s

Aco rns

Large, round,
brown, often
flat-bottomed.

Small, dark brown
egg-shaped, with dark
longi nIdin al striping
at maturi ty.

Medium-sized,
reddish-brown
egg-shaped, with
concentric circles.

Acorn Cap s

Acorn Cap s

Acorn Cap s

Shall ow, saucershaped with,
tig htl y-pressed
scales.

D eep, covering - I / 2
the aco rn , with loose
scales forming a
shaggy fringe abo ut
the base of the cap.

L eaves
~ I Lipti cal to

oblong
in outline witil very
regular lobes, shiny
to dull g reen abo,oe,
gray to light
yellowish-green
below.

D eep, covering

- 1/2 the aco rn,
with tight-fitting
scales.

L eaves

Leaves

Oblo ng in outline,
dark shin y green with
tan wooll y hairs
beneath, lobes fewer
and mo re coarsely
arranged than red oa k.

Slender strap-like
lobes and very
deep sinuses,
reaching nearly to
the midrib of the
lea f.
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OAKS
How to know the R e d O ak s

Acorns Caps
Tigh tly-pressed overlapping scales.

Acorns
Maturi ng in 2 years, germinating in spring.

Small, dark brown, rounded to
egg-s haped, with longitudlnal
striping at maturity.

Very small, rou nded to flattened.

Acorn Caps

Acorn Cap s

Very shallow, sa ucer-shaped,
with tightly-pressed scales .

Covering ~ 1 / 2 the acorn, with
tight-fitting scales.

Leaves

Leaves

Smail with slend er lo bes and
very deep sinuses.

Small, coarsely lobed with
prominent bristl es (vaguely
resembling hoil y leaves), dark
green above, gray-green below,
with du sty star-s haped halts in
late summ er.

F o rm

Form

Lower branches no ticeably
pendulous.

T ypically a low mu lti -stemm ed
shrub.

H a bita t
Forested wetlands and fl oodplains, especially over glacial lake
sedim ents (perched swamp s) .

Sa nd plai ns and dry sunny ridge
tops.

H abitat
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Famil y:

Fagaceae

WHITEOAK
QllercllS alba

WHITE Oak grows commonly in Massachusetts,
though it is less abundant in the western sections. It
occurs in a variety of soils, usually on the lighter ground
of the uplands, yet sometimes on moist lands. White Oak
is intermediate in shade tolerance, and seedlings, saplings,
and even pole-size trees are nevertheless able to persist
under a forest canopy for more than ninety years.
It is a tall tree, commonly reaching a height of sixty to
eighty feet and can have a trunk diameter of three to four
feet. It shows a considerable diversity of appearance. In
the woods it has a tail, single stem, with a narrow head. In
the open the trunk is short and large, with diverging
limbs, many of them nearly horizontal, that form a broad,
round-topped head.
Bark on the trunk is light ashen-gray and broken into
thin, irregular flakes.
Leaves are simple, alternate, from three to nine
inches in length, and are usually divided into seven to
eleven lobes. The upper surface of the leaf is bright green
and the lower, pale green and whitish. In the autumn the
foliage turns to a deep wine-red. Frequently, leaves
remains on the tree during the winter. The twigs are
hairless. The end buds are small, red-brown, blunt,
hairless, and not angled.
Flowers appear as long dangling catkins in May
when the leaves are half grown. Fruit, an acorn, matures
the first season and ripens in September. It is about threefourths of an inch in length, light chestnut-brown in
color, and enclosed for about one-third or less of its
length in the cup. The acorns are an extremely important
food source for wildlife.
It is the most important lumber tree of the white oak
group. Its wood is hard, heavy, tough, close-grained, and
durable. It was employed for ship timber, carriage
making, and agricultural implements and for fumiture and
interior finishing. The bark was valuable for tanning.
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T ypical bark.

T he Acorn.

Leaves with the fIrst sig ns of
faU color.

A leaf and bud s.

Close up of buds.
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Famjly:

Fagaceae

SWAMP WHITE OAK
QllerCIIJ bicolor

SWAMP \X!hite Oak is frequently found in
swampy areas, growing in rich soil along streams
and wetlands. It occurs throughout tl1e state, and is
particularly common in the east. The tree is
intermediate in shade tolerance, and seedlings
become established under moderate shade.
Ordinarily its height is from sixty to seventy feet
and its diameter is from two to three feet. The bark
on the trunk is grayish-brown and deeply and
irregularly divided into broad, flat ridges. Bark of the
White Oak is somewhat lighter and the scales finer.
On the young branches, the scales hang loosely,
giving a marked appearance to the tree. Leaves are
simple, alternate, oblong, four to nine inches long,
scalloped or slightly lobed and dark, lustrous green
on the upper surface. Twigs are hairless. Buds are
chestnut brown, small, blunt, and hairless.
Flowers appear as long dangling catkins in May
when the leaves are partially grown. The fruit, an
acorn, ripens the first season. It is about one inch
long, light chestnut-brown in color and enclosed in
the cup for about one-third its length with stalks one
to three inches long.
The wood is very similar to that of the White
Oak and only slightly inferior in quality. It was used
in construction, in carriage building, for interior
finishing, for furniture and for fuel in the 1900's.
Now, the hard, strong wood is commercially
valuable and is usually cut and sold as White Oak.
"To be poor and be without trees, is to
be the most starved human being in the
world. To be poor and have trees, is to
be completely rich in ways tl1at money
can never buy."
Clarissa Pinkola Estes
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D eeply divid ed bark.

Yo ung tree.

Lo bed leaves.

Trunk in forest.

Leaves.
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Fancily:

Fagaceae

SCARLETOAK
Q tlerctlS coccinea
also known as Spanish Oak.

SCARLET Oak gets its name from the color of its
fall foliage. Normally growing on dry soil, it occurs
abundantly in the eastern sections of Massachusetts,
frequently in the central portions and rarely in the
western. Scarlet Oak is very shade intolerant.
It is usually a medium-sized tree, forty to fifty feet
in height and one to two feet in diameter. The ttunl<: is
straight, tapering, dark, and finely grooved.
Branches are slender, horizontal, and drooping
towards the ends. The head is rather narrow and open.
Bark on an old trunk is dark gray and broken by
shallow fissures into irregular ridges. The inner bark is
reddish.
Leaves are simple, alternate, and deeply lobed,
over halfway to tlle midrib. They are either hairless or
witll tufts of hair between the veins on the underside.
Leaves are three to six inches in length, usually oblong
or egg-shaped, divided into seven or sometimes nine
lobes, and bright, lustrous green on the upper surface.
Twigs are hairless.
Buds are scraggly, hairy, nearly one-quarter inch
long, blunt or sharp, with a white tip on top half and
reddish brown on the bottom half.
Flowers appear as long dangling catkins in May
when tlle leaves are about half grown. The fruit, an
acorn, matures the second season. It is about one-half
inch long, bright reddish-brown, Has concentric
circles, often striped, and enclosed in the cup for onehalf its length.
The wood is heavy, hard, and strong. In addition
to its value as a timber and food for wildlife species,
Scarlet Oak is widely planted as an ornamental. Its
brilliant red autumn color, open crown texture, and
rapid growth make it a desirable tree for yard, street,
and park.
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Young tree.

Mature bark.

Winter bud s.
Leaf.

Bottom view o f acorn.

Side view of acorn.
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Family:

Fagaceae

SCRUB OAK
Q uerclls ilici/olia
also known as Bear Oak

SCRUB Oak is a thicket-forming straggling
shrub or small tree reaching up to twenty five feet
tall. A temporary scrub type after heavy cutting,
repeated fires, or on windswept peaks. Scrub Oak is
replaced by taller pines and oaks. The Latin species
name, meaning "holly leaf," refers to the foliage. It
is called "Bear Oak," reportedly because only bears
like the very bitter acorns. Scrub Oak is very shade
in toleran t.
It has a short, contorted trunk with slender,
horizontal sharp branches. It is a multi-branched
shrub or sometimes small tree with a rounded
crown.
The bark is smooth, gray-brown with a few
raised lenticels . Twigs are quite slender, with
obvious tan pubescence.
Buds are relatively small (under three-sixteenths
of an inch in length) reddish brown, clustered,
broadly conical, blunt, and hairless. The lateral buds
are typically as large as the terminal bud.
Leaves are bristle-lobed and turn reddishpurple in fall. The leaves are alternate, simple,
obovate, two to five inches long, somewhat
bell-shaped, five to nine bristle tipped lobes with
shallow sinuses, dark green above, much lighter and
thickly pubescent below.
Flowers of both sexes occur on the same tree;
male flowers are borne on two to four inch long
pale reddish green catkins, and reddish female
flowers are borne on very short axillary spikes. They
appear with the leaves in mid-spring.
The fruit is a dark brown striated acorn. It is
one-third to one-half inch long with a saucer-shaped
cap covering one third of the nut. The cap scales are
tightly packed, and the acorn matures in the fall
after two growing seasons.
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Cl usters of acorn s and twigs.

Bark.

Flowers and young twigs.

Leaf and bud.
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fa mily:

Fagaceae

BUROAK
QllerCIIS macrocalpa
also known as l\1oss\"cup O ak.

BUR Oak is a rare and graceful tree of certain lessacidic forests of western Massachusetts. It is associated
in particular with the Housatonic River watershed,
where the limestone influence on the groundwater and
the loamier soils are more similar to its preferred
Midwestern habitats. It is much more common in the
prairie-forest transition states (e.g. Illinois, Wisconsin,
and others) where it is uniquely adapted to the stressors
of heavy soils, cycles of drought and frequent fire
(historically).
It is typically a large and impressive tree, upwards of
eighty feet in height. Growing in the woods, it is
notable for its distinctly ascending branches, though
when grown in the open it readily attains a broad
spreading form, making it a fitting park tree.
The bark is dark brown or gray, coarse, rough, and
blocky. Twigs are often exceptionally corky.
The simple leaves are oblong and strongly lobed,
arranged alternately along the stem, and distinguished
from similar trees by the pair of very deep sinuses at the
midpoint of the leaf which nearly cut to the
midvein.
The fiu.it is an enormous acorn, up to two inches in
diameter, deeply embedded within a warty fringed cap.

Aco rns.
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Leaves and branch form.

Mature bark.

Twig and bud s.

Leaves.
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Pamily:

Fagaceae

CHINKAPIN OAK
Q llerCIiS

Illtlehlenbel'gli

also known as Yellow Chestnut Oak, Rock Oak and Yellow Oak.

CHINKAPIN Oak grows in alkaline soils on
limestone outcrops and well-drained slopes of the
uplands, usually with other hardwoods. It can be
found mainly in the lower southwest section of
Berkshire County. Chinkapin Oak is shade
intolerant. It withstands moderate shading when
young but becomes more intolerant of shade with
age.
It is usually a medium-sized upland tree, twenty
to fifty feet in height and six to twenty-four inches
in diameter. The trunk is straight, tapering, dark,
and finely grooved. The trunk is straight, columnar,
and buttressed at the base.
Bark is pale or light gray and scaly, often flaky,
but not ridged. Twigs are hairless. End buds are
narrow, sharp, hairless, and mostly about threesixteenth of an inch long.
Leaves are simple, and arranged alternately on
the stem. Each leaf is lance-shaped and coarsely
toothed (ten or more pairs). The leaf is smooth and
yellow-green on the upper surface, paler and lightly
hairy on the lower surface, four to nine inches long
and up to five inches wide.
Male (staminate) and female (pistillate) flowers
are separate but occur on the same tree. The tiny
flowers do not have petals. Male flowers are
arranged in catkins; female flowers are in small
groups.
The fruit is a bowl-shaped acorn. Borne in
groups of one or two, each acorn is ovoid, chestnutcolored, and up to three quarters of an inch long
with tight scales. The cup has hairy scales and covers
about half of the nut.
Its heavy, strong wood is used for fence posts,
fuel, and railroad ties.
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Close up of acorn.

Lea f.
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Fancily: Fagaceae

PINOAK
QuerCUJ palustris

PIN Oak is rarely found naturally except on d1e
rich moist soil of bottomlands and the borders of
swamps. It is usually not abundant in any locality, but
found scattered with other kinds of trees. Because of
its beauty, its hardiness, and its fairly rapid growth,
Pin Oak makes an exceptionally fine street tree. Pin
Oak is shade intolerant.
It more commonly attains heights of fifty to
seventy feet, wid1 diameters up to two feet, but
sometimes larger. The tree typically has a single,
upright trunk with numerous long, tough branches
the lower ones drooping, the middle horizontal, and
the upper ascending. Many small bristling twigs and
branches give the tree its name.
Bark on young stems is smooth, shining and light
brown; on old ttunks it is light gray-brown and
covered by small, close scales.
Leaves generally resemble those of Scarlet Oak,
but the rounded openings do not extend quite so
near the midrib, and they are somewhat smaller,
giving a lacy appearance from a distance. Leaves are
three to five inches long, two to four inches wide, and
end in a point.
Flowers appear as dangling catkins when the
leaves are about one-third grown. The fruit, taking
two years to mature, is an acorn nearly hemispheric,
about one-half of an inch long, light brown, often
striped, enclosed only at the base in a thin, shallow,
saucer-shaped cup.
The wood is heavy, hard, strong, and usually
knotty. It is light brown, with thin, darker colored
sapwood.
"Character is like a tree and reputation
like a shadow. The shadow is what we
think of it; the tree is the real thing."
Abraham Lincoln
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L-amil y:

L-agaceae

CHESTNUT OAK
QllerCliS prill1ls
also known as Rock Chestnut Oak, Rock Oak or Tanbark Oak.

THIS tree derives its common name from the
resemblance its leaves bear to those of the American
Chestnut. It occurs throughout most of
Massachusetts, and may be found in rich, moist soil
on rocky slopes and banks. Good acorn crops on
this medium-sized, long-lived tree are infrequent, but
the sweet nuts are eaten by wildlife when available.
Chestnut Oak is intermediate in shade tolerance.
It is usually a small or medium tree, but can
reach sixty to seventy feet in height with a trunk
diameter of three to four feet. In the former case the
trunk is usually continuous, dark and deeply ridged
and quite distinctive.
Branches are small and form a narrow, round
head. Twigs are hairless. The bark on the trunk is
dark reddish-brown or alnlost black and is divided
into broad, rounded ridges which have small surface
scales.
Leaves are simple, alternate, four to nine inches
long, oblong or lance-shaped, coarsely and irregularly
scalloped, and yellowish -green and lustrous on the
upper surface. Buds are up to one quarter inch long,
hairless.
Flowers appear as long dangling catl.;:ins in May,
when the leaves are partially grown. The fruit, an
acorn, matures the first year, and is about an inch
long. It is light brown in color and slightly or almost
half enclosed by the cup.
The wood is heavy, hard, strong, and durable
when in contact with the soil. It was used for
fencing, railroad ties, and for fuel. Its wood is a
preferred substrate for the cultivation of shlltake
The bark was used in tanning.
mushrooms.
Chestnut Oak is considered to be equal in value to
the White Oak.
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Mature bark.

Twig and bud s.

Acorns.

Leaf.
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Pamily:

Fagaceae

NORTHERN RED OAK
QuerCNS mbra

NORTHERN Red Oak is abundantly distributed
throughout Massachusetts. It occurs in various soils,
except wetland. orthern Red Oak is intermediate in
shade tolerance.
One of the most rapid growing of the oaks and the
largest of the native species, it attains a height of seventy
to eighty feet and a diameter of three to four feet
Frequently a specimen exceeds these dimensions.
ormally the trunk is continuous, dark, furrowed,
often laced with broad shiny strips. Branches are stout,
upright or horizontal, develop higher up on the trunk
than those of the White Oak, and form a narrow, but
sometimes broad head.
TI1e bark on the young tree is smooth and gray. On
older trees, it is a dark gray or almost black and ridged
coarsely and irregularly, yet never becoming extremely
rough.
Leaves are simple, alternate, five to eight inches in
length and variable in outline. They show seven to nine
lobes which end in a point, extending into a bristle. The
upper surface is dull to lustrous dark green, while the
lower surface is gray to light yellowish-green. Twigs are
hairless. Buds are tltree-sixteenth to five-sixteenth inches,
sharp or blunt, and hairless.
Flowers in the form of dangling catkins, the earliest
of the oaks, appear in late April or early May when the
leaves are partially grown.
The fruit, an acorn, matures the second season. The
acorn is larger tl1an that of any other native oak and has a
saucer-like cup about an inch across.
The wood is heavy, hard, and strong. It is used for
fuel, furniture and interior finishing. This tree is one of
the more important lmnber species. As Red Oak is easily
transplanted, it is a popular shade tree with its good form
and dense foliage.
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T wig with bLlds.

Bark.

Leaves and trLlnk.

Acorn s.
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Fanuly:

Fagaceae

POSTOAK
QllerCtis stel/ata
also known as Iron O ak.

POST Oak is a small-sized tree found in sourheastern Massachusetts at its northernmost range.
This slow-growing oak typically occupies rocky or
sandy ridges and dry woodlands with a variety of
soils and is considered drought resistant. Post Oal<: is
intolerant to competition and shade.
While it is a small tree, it can possibly reach fifty
to sixty feet in height with a trunk diameter of one
to two feet.
The bark on the trunk is brownish and broken
by long shallow cracks and often divided into
rectangular blocks.
Leaves are simple, alternate, three to eight inches
in length, and often leathery. They are usually lobed,
resembling a cross. The underside of the leaf is gray
to brown in color. Twigs are somewhat gray-hairy.
End buds are over three-sixteenths of an inch in
length, very hairy, and blunt.
Flowers appear as long dangling catkins in May,
when the leaves are partially grown. Bowl-shaped
acorn cups cover one-third to one-half of the acorn.
The wood is very durable in contact with soil
and used widely for fence posts, hence, the common
name. Commercially, it is sold as White Oak, and
used as such. Post Oak provides valuable food and
cover for wildlife. Acorns supply high energy food
during fall and winter and are considered important
in the diets of wild turkey, white-tailed deer,
squirrels, and many other rodents.
Considered a beautiful shade tree for parks, Post
Oal<: is often used in urban forestry. It is also planted
for soil stabilization on dry, sloping, stony sites
where few other trees will grow. It develops an
attractive crown with strong horizontal branches.
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Mature bark.

Leaf.

Twig, bud s, and leaf
scar.

Twig, acorns, and bud s.
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Family:

Fagaceae

BLACKOAK
QllerCIIS

veltth'/lo

BLACK Oak occurs in all parts of Massachusetts,
and is abundant in the eastern sections. Its usual
home is on poor soil, particularly on gravelly
uplands and ridges. Black Oak is intermediate in
shade tolerance.
It is between the Red Oak and Scarlet Oak in
appearance. The tree commonly attains a height of
fifty to one hundred and ten feet, and a diameter of
two to three feet.
Branches are stouter than those of the Scarlet
Oak, yet not as stout as those of the Red Oak.
The bark on young stems is smooth and dark
gray or brown. On old trunks it is dark brown,
almost black, and is deeply divided into broad
rounded ridges.
Leaves are variable, sometimes resembling those
of the Scarlet Oak and sometimes those of the Red
Oak. They are simple, alternate, egg-shaped or
oblong, mostly seven-lobed, sometimes divided
nearly to the midrib or nearly entire, dark green and
glossy on the upper surface. Winter buds are large,
strongly angled and covered with a matted, woolly
growth.
Flowers appear as long dangling catkins in the
early part of May, when the leaves are half grown.
The fruit, an acorn, matures the second year. It is
one-half to three-fourths of an inch long, light
red-brown, often marked with lines of a darker color
and enclosed in the cup for about one-half its length.
The wood is heavy, hard, coarse-grained, and
strong. It is a valuable timber species marketed as
other Red Oaks. The bark was used in tanning, in
medicine, and as yellow dye.
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Mature bar ic

Angled bud s with pubescence.

Lea f.
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Family:

f-Iamamelidaceae

WITCHHAZEL
Hamalllelis /Jirginiol/a

~

WITCH HAZEL, a large multi-stem shrub or
small tree, is common in Essex County westward. It
is frequently found in rich moist soils near streams
or along woodland edges.
Leaves are alternate, egg-shaped, with the
narrow end towards the stem, and margins
scalloped. The tips are broadly pointed or rounder,
the base unequal, and veins virtually straight and
prominent. Leaves are hairy when young, and with
hairs along the veins of the underside during
sumn1er.
Winter buds are tan to light orange-brown, onequarter to one-half inch long, covered with hairs,
and without bud scales.
Twigs are orange-brown to red-brown, slender,
and hairy at first then becoming smooth during the
summer.
The bark is ligh t to dark brown.
Flowers open between late September and
November. They are yellow, perfect, ribbon-like,
with four petals, one-half to two-third inches long
and frequently clustered at the end of twigs.
The fruit is a capsule, one-half inch long, hairy,
dull, orange-brown, and crowned with woody,
persistent sepals.
It develops in the summer
following the flowering. The fruit splits open at
maturity and releases shiny black seeds up to twenty
feet away.
The wood is brown, tinged with red, hard,
heavy, and close grained. An astringent is made
from the alcoholic extract of the bark. Witch Hazel
is often planted for the ornamental value of its late
autumn flowers.
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Flowers and twig.
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HICKORIES
How to know the Hickories

Bitternut

Shagbark
Carya ovaJa

Carya cordifo1711is
Bark on Trunk

Bark on Trunk

Less rough than other species.
Light granite-gray, tinged with a
faint yellow and broken into
thin, plate-like scales.

Rougher than in other speci es.
Light gray and separates into
long, thick plates which are
slightly attached to the tree.

Leaves

Leaves

Leaflets 7 to 11 in number.

Lea flet s usually 5, rarely 7.

Fruit

Fruit

Hu sk, four-part and tllin. Nut
thin-s helled and kernel bitter.

Husk, four-part and thick and
deeply channeled at seam s. Shell
usually thick and kernel sweet.

Twigs

Twigs

Smooth.

Smooci"l or coated with soft
hairs.

Winter Buds

Winter Buds

Bright yellow and covered with
two pairs of scales.

Terminal bud egg-shaped. Outer
scales are dark reddish-brown
with long, narrow tips and
persist until spring.

The east branch of the Westfield river in CM. Gardner State Park,
Huntington.
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HICKORIES
How to know the Hickories

B ark on Trunk

Bark on Trunk

D ark gray, with numero us
ridges and witho ut fl aking
plates.

D ark gray. Co mpara tively
smoo th . O ften broken in to
plates.

Leaves

Leaves

Leaflets 7 to 9 in number.

Lea fl ets 3, 5 or 7 in number.

Fruit

Fruit

Husk, four-part, thi ck and
stro ng scented. Th e shell is
thick and the kern el small and
sweet.

Husk fo ur-part and usually thin.
The shell eith er thi ck or thin
and the kernel sweet or bi tter.

Twigs

Twigs

Stout and covered with a woo lly
growth.

Smoo th.

Winter Buds

Winter Buds

Terminal buds bro adly eggshaped. O uter scales are dark
reddish-brown and fall in
auUlmn. Inner scales light
green.

T ermin al buds elliptical. O uter
scales dark reddi sh-brown and
usuall y fa ll in th e au Ulmn. Inner
scales yellow-green.

H eath hen Sculpture at Manuel F. Correllus State Forest,
Martha's Vineyard .
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F a111.ily:

Juglandaceae

MOCKERNUT HICKORY
CalJIa a/ba
also known as \X/hite I-lickmy, \Vhitehean Hickory, Hognut, and Bullnut.

MOCKERNUT - probably named because of the size of
the nut and the smallness of its kernel - was once distributed
throughout the state and was common in the Connecticut
River Valley. It grows in various soils, on ridges, rocky slopes,
and in rich bottomlands. It is long lived, sometimes reaching
the age of 500 years. Overall it is classified as shade intolerant.
It is velY similar to Shagbark HickOlY, and is a medium to
large-sized tree, growing fifty to eighty feet in height, and one
and one-half to rwo feet in diameter.
The bark is dark gray, much like that of the Pignut, yet
tight, with numerous ridges and without the flaking plates.
Mockernut HickOlY is extremely sensitive to fire because of the
low insulating capacity of its bark.
Leaves are alternate, compound, eight to ten inches in
length, and composed of seven to nine leaflets with matted
woolly hairs on the underside. When crushed it emits a resinous
smell. Twigs are stout, red-brown, matted, and woolly. End
buds are five-eighth to one inch long with outer scales falling in
the autumn. Only three hickories have buds more than onehalf inch long, and this is the only one with matted, woolly
rwigs, and foliage with the end bud dropping its outer scale in
the fall.
Fruit is borne singly or in pairs and ripens in October. It
varies in size and shape. Usually it is round and has a SU"ong
scented husk. The nut has a thick shell and the kernel is small
and sweet.
The wood is heavy, hard, tough, and SU"ong. Mockernut is
used for lumber, pulpwood, charcoal, and other fuel wood
products. Mockernut has the second highest heating value
among the species of hickories. It can be used for veneer, but
the low supply of logs of veneer quality is a limiting factor. It is
used for tool handles requiring high shock resistance. It is used
for ladder rungs, agricultural implements, dowels, gymnasium
apparatus, poles, shafts, well pumps, and furniture. HickOlY
sawdust, chips, and some solid wood is often used by packing
companies to smoke meats, and Mockernut is the preferred
wood for smoking hams. 1hough the Mockernut kernels are
edible, because of their small size they are rarely eaten by
humans.
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Mature bark.

Compound leaf.

Twig and bud s.

Pruit.
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Pamily:

Juglandaceae

BITTERNUT HICKORY
Carya

cordiforl1lz~r

also known as Swamp Hickory and Pignut Hickory.

BITTERNUT is a medium-sized tree once
common In most sections of Massachusetts,
inhabiting wet woods near streams and sometimes
hilly slopes. Bitternut Hickory is considered shade
intolerant, but seems to have a higher seedling
tolerance on bottomlands than most of its associates.
Like most of the genus, its trunk tapers gradually
to the point of branching and develops a tall
cylindrical head with a span of rwenty to thirty feet.
It grows to a height of fifty to sixty feet, and has a
trunk diameter of one to rwo feet.
Bark on the trunk is tight, granite-gray faintly
tinged with yellow, and is less rough than most other
species. It is often broken into thin, plate-like scales.
The new growth is smooth and orange-green in color.
Leaves are alternate, compound, and range from
six to rwelve inches long. They are composed of seven
to eleven leaflets and somewhat hairy beneath. The
individual leaflets are smaller and more slender than
in the other species.
Twigs are slender and mostly hairless. Winter
buds are bright yellow, powdery, with scales in pairs
that are not overlapping. End buds are more than one
half inch long, with rwo exposed scales. They are
quite different from those of its relatives.
The fruit is about one inch long and thin husked.
Nuts are usually thin-shelled, brittle, and the kernel is
very bitter.
The wood is heavy, hard, and strong. It is used
in making hoops, ox-yokes, lumber, pulpwood,
furniture, paneling, dowels, tool handles, and ladders.
It is a choice fuel for smoking meat.
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Mature bark.

Compound leaf.

Twig and bud s.

Flowers.

Fruit.
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PamiJ y: Juglandaceae

PIGNUT HICKORY
Carya g/abra
also known as Sweet Pignut HickOlY, Coast Pignut HickOlY, Smoothbark J lickory, Swamp HickOlY, and Broom I IickOlY.

PIGNUT Hickory is abundantly distributed
throughout Massachusetts. It seems to prefer the dry
ridges and hillsides and is usually in the company of
other trees. It has been classed as intolerant to shade.
Naturally tall, its heigh t seldom exceeds sixty to
ninety feet, and its diam eter is from two to three
feet. It has a tapering trunk and a cylindrical head of
rela tively narrow spread.
T he bark is smooth until shallow interlocking
fi ssures develop with old age.
Leaves are alternate, compound, eight to twelve
inches long, and composed of fi ve to seven leaflets.
Individual leaflets are rather small and narrow.
Twigs are slender (to one-eighth inch thick), redbrown, and hairless . Buds have overlapping scales,
and the end bud is three-eighths to one-half inch
long and are covered in silk-like hair after the outer
scales drop in autumn.
The fruit, a nut, which ripens in October, is
borne singly or in pairs and is variable in shape.
Sometimes it is pear-shaped or round, but it can also
be egg-shaped. T he fruit is usually small and the
husk dun.
The wood is heavy, hard, strong, tough and
flexible. Early settlers fed the nuts to pigs. In the
early 1900's the wood was used in the manufacturing
of wagons, agricultural implements, tool handles,
and ho me heating fuel.
"Oak trees come out of acorns, no matter
how unlikely that seem s. An acorn is just a
tree's way back into the ground. For ano ther
try. Another trip through. One life for
another."
Shirley Ann G rau
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Bark on mature tree.

The fo ur-val ved husk spLitting away from the nut.

Compound lea f.

~

'"
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Family:

Juglandaceae

SHAGBARK HICKORY
Carya ol)(lla

also known as Shellbark Hi ckory.

S.H AGBARK Hickory commonly occurs throughout the state, growing in rich deep soil near streams
and on fertile hillsides. Shagbark Hickory is classified
as intermediate in shade tolerance. Saplings persist
under dense overs tory canopies for many years and
respond rapidly when released.
The tallest of the hickories: it has the characteristic
appearance of the group, a tapering trunk wid1 no low
branches, and a cylindrical head of relatively narrow
spread. U suaily it attains a height of sixty to ninety feet,
and a trunk diameter two to three feet.
Bark on d1e trunk is light gray, separating into
dUck plates often a foot long. When these are slighdy
attached, iliey give ilie trunk a shaggy appearance.
Leaves are alternate, compound, range from eight
to fifteen inches long, and are composed of five, rarely
seven, leaflets. They are hairless, and ilie end leaflet is
usuaily larger. Buds are covered by overlapping scales,
wiili the end buds one half to three quarters of an inch
long. Twigs are stout, red brown, and slighdy hairy to
shiny.
The fruit, a nut, is borne singly or in pairs and is
round. The husk is deeply grooved at the seams and
will split into four parts. The kernel is sweet and tasty,
and is a valued article of commerce.
The wood of ilie true hickories is known for its
strengili, and no commercial species of wood is equal
to it in combined strength, toughness, hardness, and
stiffness. Dominant uses for hickory lumber are
furniture, flooring, and tool handles. The combined
strength, hardness, and shock resistance make it
suitable for many specialty products such as ladder
rungs, dowels, athletic goods, and gymnasium
equipment. Hickory has a relatively high heating value
and is used extensively as a home heating fuel. It is
also commonly used in smoking meats.
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The djsti nct shaggy appearance of the bark.

A compo und leaf.

Bud .

A gro up of fruits.
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Forest Health Threats
Massachusetts' forests are especially diverse, bu t this
also means that they are faced with a various assemblage
of pests and diseases. Non-native invasive insects and
diseases can be particularly serious because our trees lack
the natural defenses to ward o ff attack.
H ere are a few o f the major pests affecting our forests
today. For m ore information con tact the D CR Forest
H ealth Program at 41 3-253-1798

Asian Longhorned Beetle (ALB)
This large, shiny black beetle with whi te sp ots is native
to China and attacks a broad group of hardwood tree
sp ecies, including maples, birches, elms and willows. The
large larvae tunnel into the hear twood of the tree,
damaging its structural integri ty ultimately killing
the tree. Signs of damage include '/ 4 inch or larger,
perfectly round exit holes, egg sites also called ovip osition
sites that are chewed into the bark of the h os t tree and frass
which is sawdu st-like material or excrement on the ground
around tl1e tree or onto the tree branches. Other signs of
damage include weeping sap that may be seen Rowing fro m
the wound s or egg sites, unseasonable yellowing leaves
or bran ches dropping or dying. ALB was first fou nd in
Worcester in August 2008.

Emerald Ash Borer (EAB)
First found in tl1e town of D alton in August 2012. EAB
has since been documen ted at locations across the state.
The grubs of this shiny green beetle consume the living
tissues und er the bark, leading to death of the tree in 3-5
years after infestation. T hey only attack ash trees (genus
Fraxinus) .

Gypsy Moth
The ca terpillars of th e gypsy motl1 have been periodically
defoliating the fo res ts of Massachusetts for over a century.
T he most recent major defoliation events were in the early
1980's. O aks are a preferred food for the caterpillars, but
high densities of this pest during outbreaks often results in
defoliation of most broad-leaved tree species.
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WALNUTS
How to know the Walnuts

JIIfItiiu dtIena

Black Walnut
Jsglatu niga

H abit

Habit

Low, wide-branching, with a
broad, ro und -topped head.

Tall straight, lacking branches for
a considerabl e cUstance fro m the

Butternut

ground, \vith a narro\v, round -

topped head .
Bark on Trunk

Bark on Trunk

Dark gray and divided in to
broad, flat ridges.

D ark brown or alm ost black and
deeply divid ed into rounded
ridges whi ch cross each other
obliq uely.

Leaves

Leaves

Compound leaflets 11 to 17 in
number. 15 to 30 inch es lo ng.

Compound lea fl ets 15 to 23 in
number. 12 to 24 inches long.
E nd lea fl et may be missing.

Fruit

Fruit

Oblong, cylindrical and
co vered with stick y hairs.

G lobose, without sticky hairs,
and somewhat rough.

N O TE
New E ngland ers have historically classed
hickories along with walnuts, but although they are
in the same family, hickory is distinctly in its own
genus. Black Walnut is no t believed to be native; it
was most likely planted for its much sought-after
nuts and wood. Butternut is a native tree, but
gen etic studi es have shown many specimens to be
naturalized instances of cultivated hybrid s between
Butternut and J apanese Walnut (juglans ailantifolia) .
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Famil y:

Juglandaceae

BUTTERNUT
] IIglans cillerea
also known as White Walnu t and Oilnut.

GROWING in rich, moist soil near streams and
on low, rocky hills, the Butternut once occurred
throughout Massachusetts. It was most abundant in
the western and central portions, but it is now rare.
Although young trees may withstand competition
from the side, Butternut does not survive under
shade from above. It must be in the overs tory to
thrive and, therefore, is classed as intolerant of shade
and competition.
It is a low, broad-headed tree, usually rising to a
height of forty to eighty feet, and a diameter of one
to two feet. Branches start a few feet from the
ground, with long, rather stout, horizontal limbs.
The pith of the twigs is dark brown and chambered.
Bark on the trunk is dark gray and divided into
broad, flat ridges.
Leaves are alternate, range from fifteen to thirty
inches long, and have from eleven to seventeen
leaflets. End leaflets are usually present in
Butternuts. In Black Walnuts, end leaflets are often
absent. The end bud is one half to three quarters of
an inch long and pointed, similar to that of the Black
Walnut, but with a prominent hairy fringe above the
leaf scar.
The fruit, nuts, which are borne in drooping
clusters, are oblong-cylindrical in shape, and about
three inches long and covered with sticky hairs.
The wood is light, soft and weak. It is employed
for the interior finish of houses, manufacturing of
furniture, and instrument cases. The tree IS
considered more valuable for its nuts.
"Of the infinite variety of fruits which spring
from the bosom of the earth, the trees of the
wood are the greatest in dignity."
Susan Fenimore Cooper
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M ature tree.

Fruit and bud s.

A compound leaf and fruit.

T wig, buds, and leaf scar
with hairy fringe.

Spring bud break.
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Family:

Juglandaccae

~

~

BLACK WALNUT
.il/g/alls nigra

P<h

also known as Eastern Black Walnut and American Walnut.

BLACK Walnut is rather rare in Massachusetts,
though it occurs more frequently in the western part
of the State. It is one of the most scarce and coveted
native hardwoods. When found, it is usually growing
in rich borromlands or on fertile hillsides such as the
Connecticut River Valley area. Black Walnut is
classified as intolerant of shade. In mixed forest stands
it must be dominant or co-dominant to survive.
It is a large tree with a narrow, round head, which
normally attains a height of seventy to one hundred
feet tall and a trunk diameter of two to four feet.
Branches are stout, and the lower ones extend
horizontally. The pith is light brown and chambered.
Bark on the trunk is blackish and deeply divided
into rounded ridges which have a tendency to cross.
Leaves are compound and alternate, ranging from
one to two feet long, and having from fifteen to
twenty-three leaflets. Often the end leaflet is missing.
When crushed, the leaves emit a spicy scent. End
buds are blunt, whitish, woolly, and one-eighth to
three-eighth inch long. Leaf scars are large, and
without a hairy fringe.
The fruit is a large round nut, about two inches in
diameter, with a slightly rough surface. Husks are in
one piece, unlike Hickories which break into sections.
Wood is heavy, hard, strong, durable, and capable
of taking a fine polish. The older the tree, generally
speaking, the darker and more valuable the wood is.
The best known uses of Black Walnut are for its
lumber and veneer. The wood is used for fine
furniture of all kinds, interior paneling, specialty
products, and gunstocks.
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T ree in winter.

Mature bark.

Buds and leaf scars. T he lea f scars resemble a smiling m onkey.

Compound leaves and fruit.
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Family:

Lauraceae

SASSAFRAS
Sassafras albidulll

SASSAFRAS occurs in almost every part of
Massachusetts, although it is near the northern limit
of its native range. It grows in various soils, but
prefers a rich, somewhat sandy, well-drained soil.
Sassafras is shade intolerant.
For the most part it is a small tree. Usually its
height is rarely above thirty feet and its diameter is
not much larger than twelve inches. The trunk is
rarely erect, and is often bent and crooked.
In young trees, the branches have a whorled
appearance. They are always short and stout, and
frequently contorted. The head is narrow and flat.
Bark becomes rough early. On old trunks it is
reddish-brown, deeply furrowed, and separated in
dun scales. The inner bark is very sticky.
Leaves are simple, alternate, egg-shaped, four to
six inches long and usually smooth along the margin.
Many Sassafras trees have three forms of leaves:
egg-shaped, one that resembles a mitten, and one
that has three lobes. In the summer the foliage is
dark green and in the autumn it turns to a yellow or
orange tinged with red.
Twigs are yellowish-green and have strong
aromatic properties, as does the bark of all the parts.
Buds are about tl1ree-fifths of an inch long, slightly
hairy, greenish, and covered with a few bud-scales.
Flowers are smail, greenish-yellow and appear in
May when the leaves are unfolding. Fruit is a small,
dark blue, lustrous drupe which ripens in early fall.
The wood is light, soft, brittle, and very durable
when in contact with the soil. It is used for posts, in
construction of light boats, and in cooperage. The
roots are used locally for Sassafras oil and tea.
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T he various forms of
leaves.

T he different leaf types
occurring o n the same plan t.

The start of fall color.

Flowers.
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Famil y:

Magnoliaceae

YELLOW-POPLAR
Liriode!ldroll tll/ipijCI'Cl
Also known as Tuliptree, Tulip Poplar

YELLOW-POPLAR, is a large tree, fifty to
eighty feet tall, with a straight trunk, and spreading
branches that form a pyramidal or rounded crown. It
reaches the northern limit of its native range in the
southwestern portion of the state, though it has been
widely planted since the 19th century.
Leaves are five to six inches long, smooth, dark
green above, paler underneath, alternate, simple,
four-lobed, with the margin entire.
Buds are oblong egg-shaped, flattened, smooth,
stalked, and dark red. Terminal buds are one-half
inch long, while lateral buds are much smaller.
Twigs are reddish brown, moderately stout,
smooth, with conspicuous leaf scars.
The bark is dark brown, and thick, with vertical
ridges separated by furrows.
Flowers are greenish yellow, cup-shaped, two to
five inches wide, one to one and one-half inches
deep, with three sepals and six petals. They are
borne in late May to early June after the leaves are
produced, singly at the ends of twigs, with the
stamens and pistils on an erect structure in the
center of the cup.
The fruit is a cone that consists of overlapping
dried keys, which fall from the cone during the fall
and winter, the bare axis of the cone appearing like a
sharp spine.
Wood is weak and brittle, soft, straight-grained,
and takes a good finish. It is used for furniture,
veneer, plywood, and painted finish.
"Those who dwell among the beauties
and mysteries of the earth are never
alone or weary of life."
Rachel Carson
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T he frui t of the YellowPoplar resembles a cone
which turns brown as it ages.

Single leaf.

Flowers.
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Family:

N yssaceae

BLACK TUPELO
l\[yssa sy/vatica
A lso known as Black Gum, Tupelo.

BLACK Tupelo occurs rather commonly
throughout Massachusetts, typically inhabiting the
borders of swamps and streams. It is a small or
medium-sized, slow-growing tree, ranging in height
from twenty-five to sixty feet and up to two feet in
diameter. Black Tupelo are believed to be some of the
oldest trees in New England, with several isolated
"gum swamps" in northwest Worcester and eastern
Franklin counties harboring trees believed to be 600 to
800+ years old! The trunks are commonly hollow in
such swamps, so their true ages will ever remain a
mystery.
Branches are slender, with numerous short
perpendicular branchlets. The lower branches are
horizontal or slightly drooping, and the upper ones
horizontal or slightly rising.
Bark on young trees is smooth to scaly. It breaks
into squarish gray-brown to black blocks on older
stems.
Leaves are simple, alternate, entire and from two
to five inches long, oval, blunt-pointed, wedge-shaped
at the base and smooth along the margin. In the
summer, the leaves are dark green and lustrous on the
upper surface. In the autumn, the foliage takes on
brilliant hues of scarlet and crimson mi'{ed with green.
Twigs are smootl1, grayish-brown and dotted with
crescent-shaped leaf scars, each marked with iliree
distinct bundle-scars. Buds are reddish-brown and
scattered alternately along the twigs.
The fruit, which ripens in October, is about onehalf inch long, blue-black, and sour. They are an
important food source for birds and wildlife.
Since Black Tupelo's wood is very tough and
cross-grained. It is hard to work and warps easily. It is
used for the hubs of wheels, and for rollers and piles. It
is difficult to split, so whole logs are used for firewood.
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T ypical form.

Fall color.

Branch reaching out over the
water.

Trunk in the winter.

Fruits p opular with wildlife.
Branches in winter.
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ASHES
How to know the Ashes

Branches

Stout, in pairs, opposite.
Leaves

Pinnately compound, opposite.

Fruits
Panicles of winged samaras. Seeds exhibit delayed
germination, lying dormant in the soil for 1 to 2
years after they disperse.

Quabbin Reservoir.
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ASHES
How to know the Ashes

Leaves

Leaves

7-9 lea fl ets, each o n
a shorr stalk.

7-9 lea fl ets, eac h o n
a sho rr sta Lk .

7-11 leaflets, the
lateral lea fl ets
sessile.

Winter Twigs

Winter Twigs

Winter Twigs

Buds bro wn; leaf
scar U-shaped, or at
leas t notched at top;
twig smooth and
lustro us.

Buds brown; lea f
scar semi-circul ar,
not notched at top;
twig hairy.

Bud s black or dark
brown, the lateral
bud s separ ated from
th e termin al bud
(sometimes
minutely); leaf scar
semi-circular, not
no tched at top; twig
smoo th.

Bark

Bark

Bark

Whiti sh-gra y,
regularly di vided
into dj amo ndshaped fi ssures.

Gray to light graybtown, regularl y
djvided into
diamo nd-shaped
fi ss ures.

G ray, with irregular
patch es o f corky
bark, somewhat
similar to American
Elm .

Habita t

Habitat

Habitat

Rich upland fores ts.

Floodplain fores ts.

Ri ch fo rested
wetl and seeps.

Fruit (Sama ras)

Fruit (Sam a ras)

Fruit (Samaras)

Slend er and
el o ngate; wings
emanati ng ftom
fur thest 1/ 3 of seed
body.

Slend er and
elo ngate; wings
emanating fro m
~ mi d p o int o f seed
bo dy.

Broader, shaped like
a canoe paddl e;
wings extending
nearly to base 0 f
seed body.
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Family:

Oleaceae

WHITE ASH
Fraxintls CllIIerimllCi

D

WHITE Ash grows rapidly and occurs in all parts of
Massachusetts and on every kind of groW1d, although it
thrives best in deep, rich, loamy soils of the western COW1ties.
When yOW1g, White Ash is a shade tolerant tree. With age,
White Ash becomes less tolerant of shade and is classed
overall as intolerant.
It usually atrains a height of seventy to eighty feet and a
trW1k diameter of up to three feet. In the open, the trW1k
divides at a few feet from the groW1d into two or three limbs
and then assumes a broad, roW1d head.
Bark on the trW1k is dark brown or deep gray. It is
deeply divided by furrows, which are parallel or connect at
intervals into broad, flauened ridges. The current season's
shoots are olive-green and smooth.
Leaves are compoW1d, opposite, about ten inches in
length, and composed of five to nine leaflets. Individual
leaflets are egg-shaped or oblong, three to five inches in
length, stalked, and dark green on the upper surface.
Twigs are smooth, grayish-brown, flauened at the nodes
and marked with scauered pale dots. Buds are opposite,
egg-shaped, dark brown, and blW1t-pointed. Terminal buds
are larger than the laterals.
Flowers are of two kinds. Pollen-bearing flowers occur
in dense reddish-purple clusters, and the seed-producing
flowers in rather open panicles. They appear in May, before
the leaves.
The fiuit, a samara, is winged, oblong in shape and one
to two inches in length. It ripens in late August or September
and often hangs on into the winter.
It is a valuable forest tree and the most useful of the
Ashes. The wood is heavy, hard, strong, tough, cross-grained,
and elastic. It is employed in the manufacturing of
agricultural implements, athletic equipment lil<e baseball
bats, in the mal<ing of furniture, for handles of tools, in
carriage building, and sometimes for interior finishing.
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Bark on mature tree .

Tree form in winter.

Twig, buds, and leaf scars.

Stou t twigs and sa maras in
wi nter.

A compound leaf.
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Family:

Oleaceae

BLACK ASH
Fraxil7NS lIigra

D

BLACK Ash is found to a certain extent
throughout the state, though it is more abundant in
the central and western portions. It confines itself
almost exclusively to rich, moist ground around
streams and swamps. Black Ash is shade intolerant.
It is a very slender tree, usually growing to a
height of sixty to eighty feet and having a diameter
of one to two feet. In the woods, the trunk is slim
and without branches until near the very top. In the
open it may have a broad, round head.
The bark on the trunk is dark gray, thin, and
shallowly furrowed. It peels off in powdery to corky
fine scales. Twigs are smooth, stout, and light-gray.
Buds are opposite, black, and sharp-pointed.
Leaves are compound, opposite, ten to fourteen
inches in length. The seven to eleven leaflets are
oblong, three to five inches long, and without stalks,
except for the terminal one.
Flowers, for all superficial purposes, resemble
those of the White Ash. The fruit, a samara, is
broader than White Ash and shaped like a canoe
paddle. The wings extend nearly to the base of the
seed body.
The wood is heavy, soft, tough and durable. It is
used in cabinet work, for interior finishing, for
hoops and especially for baskets.

Twig in winter showing terminal bud and leaf scars.
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Bark.
Twig and dark, sharp-pointed
bud.

Samaras.

Compound leaves.

Bud s.
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Family:

O leaceae

GREEN ASH
Fraximls p ennsylvonico
also known as Red As h.

GREEN Ash, frequently mistaken for White
Ash, occurs occasionally throughout Massachusetts.
Its home is in low, rich soil near streams and
swamps and is moderately or intermecliate in shade
tolerance.
Green Ash is very much like the White Ash,
though it is usually smaller in every way. It seldom
grows to a height of more than fifty or sixty feet and
its cliameter rarely exceeds eighteen to twenty inches.
In the open, the head is rather broad and roundtopped.
The bark on tl1e trunk of a mature tree is dark
gray or brown and furrowed, but less deeply and
more regularly than in the case of the White Ash.
New twigs are greenish-gray and coated with
numerous fine hairs which often persist until the
second season.
Leaves are opposite, compound, ten to twelve
inches in length and composed of seven to nine
leaflets.
Flowers and fruit, for all intents and purposes,
are similar to those of the White Ash.
The wood is heavy, hard, and brittle. Although it
is inferior to that of the White Ash, it is used for
many of the same purposes.

The rusty brown bud is set above the leaf scar. The leaf scar is
flat on top.
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Tree in winter.

Baric

Numerous fin e hairs alo ng twig.

Twig with leaves.

Compound leaf.
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Farnily:

Pinaceae

BALSAM FIR
Abies balsamea

BALSAM Fir is native to the higher elevations of our
western counties as well as certain cold, acidic swamps on
the Monadnock Plateau (along the NH border). It has
also been widely planted as an ornamental and for
Christmas trees throughout the state. A small to mediumsized conical tree, it typically attains a height of twenty five
to sixty feet but is generally short-lived, possibly due to
climate stress from being at the southern limit of its range.
The bark on young trees is pale gray, smooth, thin,
and has prominent blisters which are filled with a
resinous liquid known as "Canada balsam." On old trees,
the bark is dark brown and broken into small plates.
Leaves (needles) are one-third to one and one-fourth
inches long, pitchy, dark green and lustrous above, grayish
-white below, and with the tips occasionally notched. On
top branches leaves tlUn up, but on lower branches they
spread out at right angles to the branch, giving it a
flattened appearance.
Cones are one and one-fourth to three and onefourth inches long, erect and dark purple in color before
maturity, and ripen in August to September of the first
year.
Twigs are dark grayish brown and covered with
I hairs.
~
The wood is pale-brown tinged with yellow, weak,
soft, light, and coarse-grained. It is sawn into lumber
chiefly for light and medium building construction and
pulpwood. Resin in the bark is the source of Canada
balsam, which has a variety of uses that includes the
manufacture of varnishes, folk remedies, and mounting
media for microscopic preparations.
Balsam fir is favored for Christmas trees and greens.
Small trees are cut in great numbers for the
northeastern Christmas tree market. It is very closely
related to another popular Christmas tree, Fraser Fir
(Abies frasen), which is native to the mountaintops of the
southern Appalachians.
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Trees.

The purple, erect co nes .

Leaves and twigs.

Leaves (needles) .
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Fanci ly:

Pinaceae

TAMARACK
Larix laricina
al<;o known as Hackmatack, Eastem brch, Alaska L'lrCh and Ameriam brch

TAMARACK prefers cool, swampy areas,
commonly occurring in the northern and western
upland sections of the state. Unlike most conifers,
which hold their needles more than one year, this
species is deciduous, dropping its needles every fall.
T amarack is extremely shade intoleran t.
It is a tall tree with a regular and narrow
pyramidal outline. Ultimately it acquires a heigh t of
forty to eighty feet, and a diameter of one to two
feet. The trunk is continuous and tapers rapidly.
Branches are slender and horizontal or sligh tly
ascending.
T he bark is dark, flaking off in small scales on
the trunks. Leaves (needles) are borne in short tufts
containing many approximately inch-long needles .
They are bright green in summer, but in the autumn
they become yellow before they fall.
Cones are small, almost globose, nearly threequarters of an inch long and light brown in color.
Seeds are small and winged.
The wood is close-grained, heavy, strong, decay
resistant and durable. In the past it was used in ship
building, for posts, and railroad ties . It is now mainly
used for pulpwood, pos ts, poles, mine timbers, and
railroad ties . It is less commonly used for rough
lumber.
European larch Larix decidlla
Japanese larch L arix kaetltpJeri
European larch and Japanese larch are commonly planted in
areas of human habi tatio n and both have turned up in
woodlands. T hey can be distinguished from our native
tamarack by their longer needles (1-1. 5 in.). T hey also may have
more needles per bundle. Both European and J apanese larch
also have larger cones than L /aricina. Cones may be 1 to 1.5 in.
long, compared with cones of tamarack which are less than one
-inch long.
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The stunning fall color.

T wig and needles.

Tufts of needles o n spurs and a cone.

Twig, needles, and cones .

Brancl-ung h abi t.
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SPRUCES
How to know the Spruces

Leaves (Needles)

Sharp-pointed, four-sided needles borne singly on
slightly raised woody pegs.
Bark

D ark brown with rounded flakes .
Cones

Slender, woody with cone scales in dense regular
spirals.

Red Sp.ruc:e

Picea rllbetu
Leaves (Needles)

Leaves (Needles)

Sho rt, dull , blue-gree n; swee tl y
fragrant when crushed.

Shiny, deep yellow-green;
sweetly fragrant when crushed .

Cones

Cones

Short, egg-shaped, with dark gray
rounded scales; several years'
cones o ften rcmaining in canopy.

.Elliptical in o utlin c with sti ff
reddi sh-brown ro unded scales.

Twigs

Twigs

Mi nutely hairy with man y hairs
glandul ar-tipped.

l\ 1inutely hairy with few ro no
hairs glandular-ti pped.
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SPRU CES
How to know the Spruces

© P. G r'ima

Spruce cones.
From left to right:
Otway Spruce, Red Spruce, White Spruce, Black Spruce.

Leaves (Needles)

Leaves (Needles)

Dull whi tish-green to blue-green;
pungent acrid odor when
crus hed.

Shin y, dark green; somewhat
sweet "Pine-Sol" like
fragrance when crushed.

Cones

Cones

Narrowly elliptical in o utlin e with
more delicate dull gray scales in
den ser spirals than red spruce.

Very large cones with toothed
reddi sh-brown scales.

Twigs

Twigs

Smooth, shin y, light tan-colored .

Mostly smooth and shiny,
o range-ta n colo r.
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Family:

~
~

Pinaceae

NORWAY SPRUCE
Picea abies

""'~

NORWAY Spruce has been planted in areas of
human habitation in the United States since the
colonial period. It is commonly seen in Massachusetts,
where is has been planted ornamentally, as a
windbreak, and in plantations during the major
reforestation efforts of the Great Depression era. It is
native to northern and central Europe.
It is typically a single-trunked tree, pyramidal to
conical in form, with horizontal branches and
pendulous branchlets that give the tree a graceful,
weeping shape. It typically reaches heights of forty to
sixty feet and widths of twenty-five to thirty feet,
though it is capable of growing much larger.
TI1e evergreen leaves (needles) are a shiny medium
to dark green, four-sided, stiff and sharp. They bend
away from the lower part of the twig. They have two
or three stomatal bands on each side. Like all spruces,
the leaves are borne on small pegs
Twigs are slender and shiny, smooth, and orangebrown in color. Bark on young trees is reddish-brown
and scaly. As the tree ages, the bark becomes more
gray and flaky.
Buds are reddish-brown, about one-quarter inch
long and cone-shaped. They are not resinous.
Male and female flowers occur on the same tree.
Male flowers are yellow-brown, while female flowers
are reddish-purple.
The fruits of Norway spruce are in large light
brown cones, four to six inches long and up to two
inches wide that hang down. The cones are larger than
those of our native black or red spruce.
The wood is white, soft, and close-grained.
Norway spruce has commonly been used as pulpwood
for manufacturing paper, as well as for lumber, crates,
millwork, musical instrument soundboards, and for
Christmas trees.
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Trees become more
pendulous and graceful
with age.

Young trees tend to be
stiffer and more upright
than older trees.

A n example of a pendul o us branch.

Fruit is a large cone.

Cones hanging from branches.

Bark on mature tree.
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Family:

Pinaceae

WHITE SPRUCE
Picea glallca
also known as Cat Spruce.

WHITE Spruce is not believed to be native to
Massachusetts, though it was established in plantations
across the state during the reforestation efforts of the
Great Depression era and has since naturalized in
many locations. It is shade intolerant and will not
grow as an understory tree.
A medium-sized tree, it can attain a height of sixty
to seventy feet. Its upward-curving branches that
densely clothe the trunk aid in its conical appearance.
Bark on old trees is light gray and covered with
irregular thin scales, and is light gray and smooth on
younger trees.
Leaves (needles) are one-third to three-fourths of
an inch long, pale blue-green and powdery at first,
later becoming a dark blue-green with whitish lines
on each surface. The foliage emits an unpleasant and
characteristic odor when bruised.
Cones are slender, cylindrical in shape, pale
brown one to two and one-half inches long and shiny
when ripe.
Twigs are without hairs, pale brown, and darken
~ withage.
~

The wood is yellowish, fairly light, soft, and
straight-grained. It is used for pulp, boxes, paddles,
oars, piano sounding boards, lumber, and in limited
amounts for Christmas trees.
White and Black Spruce produce long, tough,
pliable roots which were used by Native Americans for
tying together pieces of birch bark for canoes, and for
various other putposes.
"Trees outstrip most people in the
extent and depth of their work for the
public good."
Sara Ebenreck
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Branching habit.

Trees .

Cones and an example of pale blue-green needles.

Needles and twigs .
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Family:

Pinaceae

BLACK SPRUCE
Picea manana

also known as Bog Spruce, Swamp Spruce, and ShortleafBlack Spruce.

BLACK Spruce is a small tree, growing in the
northern and western sections of the State. Usually
it grows in swamps and on the borders of streams,
though sometimes it is found in uplands. Black
Spruce is classified as shade tolerant, but is less
tolerant than Balsam Fir and Northern White Cedar,
ew
two common competitors In northern
England.
It is a conical tree with a height of twenty to
thirty feet, and a diameter of six to twelve inches.
Branches are short, horizontal or slightly declining
and tend to turn upwards at the extremities,
somewhat in the manner of the Norway Spruce.
The bark on the trunk is a grayish-brown and
broken into scales. L eaves (needles) are about onehalf inch long four sided, blue-green color, and like
all spruces are borne on a peg-like projection.
Twigs and buds are hairy. Buds in winter are
acutely pointed.
Cones are egg-shaped, one-half to one and onehalf inches in length, and grayish-brown with finely
ragged scale edges. They usually remain on the trees
and can persist for as many as twenty years.
The w ood is light, soft and weak. The principal
commercial use of Black Spruce, both in Canada
and the United States, is for making high quality
pulp with balanced strength properties. It is also
used for lumber, Christmas trees, and other
products. Black Spruce Christmas trees were
harvested in considerable numbers from natural
stands until fairly recently.
At one time Black and Red Spruces were
considered the same species. They were ultimately
separated, but more recent work has suggested that
many individuals may in fact be back-crossed
hybrids, further complicating the differentiation of
the two.
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Mature bark.

Fruit (cones).

Twigs and leaves (needles) .
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Famil y:

~
~

Pinaceae

RED SPRUCE
Piceo mbellS

,p.~

also known as Yellow Spruce, West Vuginia Spmce, and Eastern Spmce.

RED Spruce is common in the western and
northern parts of the State, almost always growing in
the higher, well-drained soil of uplands or mountain
slopes. It is extremely shade tolerant, but it also
readily establishes on scarified open ground.
Its outline is narrowly conical in youth and
rillddle age, and frequently irregular in old age. It is a
medium-sized tree, commonly reaching a height of
sixty to seventy feet and acquiring a diameter of one
to two feet.
Branches are rather long, slightly pendulous,
and occur nearly to the ground, persisting for a long
time. The bark is red-brown and broken into
irregular scales.
Leaves (needles) are about one-half to fiveeighths of an inch in length, curved upward, and
dark yellow-green and glossy. The cones are oblong,
one to two inches in length and reddish-brown.
The wood of Red, White, and Black Spruce
cannot be distinguished with certainty by either gross
characteristics or minute anatomy, and all three are
usually marketed simply as Eastern Spruce. The
wood is light, soft and less durable than pine when
exposed to the elements. In the past it was largely
used for building- timber, clapboards, shingles, and
was used in the manufacturing of butter-tubs and
boxes. Great quantities were consumed in the pulp
mills.
The chief uses today are for lumber, pulpwood,
and with limited amounts going into poles, piling,
boatbuilding stock, and cooperage stock. Oriented
strand board and plywood have been made from
spruce in recent years. It is also the preferred wood
for piano sounding boards, guitars, mandolins, organ
pipes, and violin bellies. A unique use of Red Spruce
was for spruce chewing gum, made from pitch tl1at
accumulates on trunk wounds.
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Flowers.

Mature bark.

Leaves (needles) and twig.

Cones and seeds.
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View from Bare Mountain,
part of Mount Holyoke Range State Park.

View from the tower at Quabbin Reservoir.
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PINES
How to know the Pines

Leaves (needles)

Leaves (needles)

Leaves (needles)

Arranged in 5-leaved
clusters. Slender,
f1exible, bluish-green
and 3 to 5 inches
long.

Arranged in 2leaved clusters.
Straight, f1exible,
dark green and 5 to
6 inches long.

Arranged in 3-leaved
clusters. Stiff, dark
yellow-green and 3
to 5 inches long.

Cones

Cones

Cones

Four to six inch es
long. CyLindrical and
smooth.

Two to three
inches long.
Egg-shaped and
smooth.

One to three inches
long Egg-shaped
and scales armed at
tip with prickle.

NOTE
The Austrian and Scotch Pines are sometimes
planted in Massachusetts. Both are introduced or
imported. The Scotch pine has two leaves in a
cluster, two to four inches long, flat and of a bluishwhite hue. T h e Austrian has dark green, slender,
rigid leaves, two in a clu ster, four to six inches long.
I<.~

The fall s in winter at Wahconah Falls State P ark, Dalton.
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Farnily:

Pinaceae

RED PINE
Pillus resinosa
also known as Norway Pine.

RED Pine is appropriately named because of
the pale red color of the heartwood and the
distinctly
reddish cast of the bark. Although it
occurs naturally, most stands are plantations created
by the Civilian Conservation Corps (Ccq from
1933 to 1941 around and near watershed areas. It is
shade intolerant and usually it grows in light and
somewhat dry, well-drained soils.
When young, it has a conical outline; in old age
it becomes somewhat irregular. It grows from fifty
to seventy-five feet with a trunk diameter of two to
three feet.
The trunk is continuous and dark with a
reddish tinge. Branches are stout, extend
horizontally, and occur near the ground. Red Pines
which were planted look quite different. They have
few branches at the base, are all uniform in size and
occur in regular rows.
The bark is light red-brown in color and
divided by shallow fissures into broad, flat ridges.
Leaves (needles) are flexible, dark green, five to
six inches long and in clusters of two. When bent in
~ half they will snap and break. They remain on the
~ tree for four to five years. Winter buds are resinous.
Cones are egg-shaped, two to three inches long
and mature in the fall of their second season.
The wood is light, strong, hard, and pale red in
color. It is used in construction, as lumber,
landscape timbers, and for log homes. In the
colonial days it was used for ship masts like Eastern
White Pine.
Early English explorers in pre-colonial times
confused this tree with their own native Norway
Spruce and called it Norway Pine. The Latin name
suggests a resinous wood, but in fact it is less
resinous than other common pines.
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CCC Red Pine Plantation, Mohawk
State Forest, Charlemo nt.

Bark.

One needle clu ster with two need les .

Needles and cone.
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Family:

Pinaceae

P ITCH PINE
PilillS rigida
also known as J ack Pine, H ard Pi ne and Yellow Pine.

D

PITCH Pine gmws in poor, sandy, gravelly soil and on
thin-soiled rocky ridges, in almost all parts of the state, from the
Cape & Islands to Pine Cobble in Williamstown. A thomughly
fire-adapted species, Pitch Pine can respmut from cut stems or
defoliation events. Also, in parts of its range it exhibits serotiny,
whereby the cones remain closed until heated by wildfire in
order to better establish on the bare ground following a fire.
However, this trait has not been observed in Massachusetts
tlees.
Pitch Pine is usually a low tl-ee with irregular and variable
outline. It may attain a h~oht of forty to sixty feet, and a
diameter of one to two feet The trunk is continuous, straight
and tapers rapidly. It is highly intolerant of shade and hence is
well known as a pioneer species of abandoned fields.
Branches, grouped in threes amund the tl1.mk, are up to
one-half inch, often contorted, fibmus, and tough. When bent
sharply they do not snap cleanly.
Balk on young stems and branches is mugh. On old trees
it is deep gt:ay or reddish-bmWI1, and irregularly divided into
broad, flat, continuous ridges.
Leaves (needles) are in clusters of three. They are three to
five inches long, stiff, dark yellow-gn~en, and full at the end of
their second or third year.
Cones are one to dm::e inches long and light bmwn in
color. They often remain on the tl-ee for ten or twelve years.
The scales are tipped with sharp prickles, a characteristic likely
to aid in the recognition of the species.
The wood is considered a "yellow pine," wid1 pmperties
more an:ll0g0us to southern pines than White Pine. Today,
Pitch Pine's principal use is for lumber and pulpwood It once
\vas a source of resin (pitch), used in making turpentine and tar,
and its wood was a chief 1Th1.terial in the building of ships. It has
also been utilized for charcoal, fuel for locomotives, and boxboard lumber. Its capacity to thrive on extremely sterile soil
makes it a crucial component in the establishment and
maintenance of the ecologically imperiled sandplain
communities.
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Bark.

Ridge top tree, Pine Cobble,
William stown.

T wigs, needles, and clusters of cones .

Young cones .

Mature cones.
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Family:

Pinaceae

EASTERN WHITE PINE
Pinus strobtlS
also known as Weymouth pine and

orthern White pine.

EASTERN White Pine has a wide distribution
throughout the state. According to the publication Fomts if
Massachusetts, 2014, Eastern White Pine is the most common
coniferous tree species, accounting for 25% of dle
Commonwealth's total tree volume. It is intermediate in
shade tolerance, prevalent in moist fertile soil and uplands. It
can also grow in forest wedands, well-drained sandy soils,
and anywhere mineral soil is e>"'Posed. It is the only fiveneedled pine native to the eastern United States.
In the open, the young tree has a symmetrical,
pyramidal oudine. In the forest, its trunk is usually without
branches for a considerable distance and the head is narrow.
The ttunk is continuous, gradually tapering as it gets taller.
The tree becomes very irregular and picturesque in old age,
commonly growing to heights in excess of one hLUldred feet
and one to !:\vo feet in dianleter. The tallest trees in New
England are Eastern White Pines, widl the tallest ones
growing in our own Mohawk State Forest. Because it is an
early succession tree in fields, a stand of Eastern White Pine
often indicates abandoned fan:nltmd.
The branches are usually in whorls of five and extend
horizontally. The bark on yOlmg stems is thin, and green
1--- - ,
tinged with red. The bark is not scaly, as in many other
""--_-' pines, but dark with deep furrows.
Leaves (needles) are arranged in clusters of five. They
are from d1fee to five inches in length, bluish-green on the
upper sur£'l.ce and whitish on the under.
Cones are cylindrical, four to six inches in length and
often sticky from pine pitch. Seeds are small and winged.
Cones open early in September of their second season.
The wood is very useful. It is light in color, light in
weight, not easily warped by dle sun, and durable, except
when in contact wim me soil. It supplies ligh!:\Veight boards
of good size and free from knots. An interesting use for this
wood in colonial days was for me masts of ships.
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As early as 1685, EngL'l11d regulated the cutting of
timber in colonial New England to protect an imporl:c'l11t
sow:ce for masts for d1e British Navy, and by 1711 England
passed the first of the White Pine Acts, prohibiting the
cutting of trees larger than 24 inches in dian1eter at twelve
inches height. Today, it is sawn into lmnber, shingles, laths,
used in cabinet-making, and for interior finishing. It is used
for furniture, millwork, industrial applications, moldings,
doors, paneling, shade and map rollers, toys, and caskets.

Saplings in an open field .
Tree.

Cones with pine pitch.

Twigs and needles .
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Family:

Pinaceae

EASTERN HEMLOCK
Tst/ga cCinadensis
also known as Canada Hemlock or Hemlock Spruce.

EASTERN Hemlock is found in most parts of
the State, though it is much more abundant in
western sections. According to the publication
Forests rif Massachusetts, 2014, Eastern Hemlock is the
third most common tree species, accounting for ten
percent of the total tree volume in the
Commonwealth. It thrives in moist, cool shade of
rocky ridges and river gorges. Eastern Hemlock is
the most shade tolerant of all tree specIes
represented here.
In the open, it is a beautiful, pyramidal tree with
branches extending almost to the ground. As a rule,
it attains a height of sixty to seven ty feet, and a
diameter of two or three feet. In the forest, it has a
tall, gently tapering trunk which is surrounded by a
rather small round head.
Branches are slender, horizontal or slightly
pendulous near the ends and persist for a long time.
The bark on an old trunk is cinnamon-red or dark
gray and divided into narrow, rounded ridges, which
are covered witl1 scales.
Leaves (needles) are from one-third to twothirds of an inch in length, oblong, dark green and
lustrous on the upper surface and with two white
lines beneath.
Cones are oblong, about three-fourths of an
inch long and light brown in color. The seed is small
and winged, maturing in the fall and shedding during
the winter.
The wood is very light, soft and brittle. When
exposed to the air it decays quickly. It is sawed into
coarse boards and used for building material, and
sometimes for fuel. The bark is valuable for tanning.
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You ng tree.

Typical branching habit.

Branches, needles, and cones .

T wig with needles and cone.

Mature bark.

T wig and needles.
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Family:

Platanaceae

SYCAMORE
PlantantlS occidentalis
Al so known as Buttonwood or ButtonbaU.

SYCAMORE is the largest of the New England
trees, occurring occasionally throughout the state,
frequenting the borders of streams and rich
bottomlands. Sycamore is intermediate in shade
tolerance.
It grows from fifty to one hundred feet in height
and has a trunk diameter of three to eight feet. The
trunk may spread near the ground into several large,
secondaty limbs, or it may rise without branching for a
considerable distance and then have large, spreading
branches.
Branchlets are very often tufted in appearance,
due to the activities of a fungus. Bark on old trunks is
thick, dark brown, and peels off in broad scales giving
the appearance of camouflage clothing. On younger
stems and the upper part of larger trunks, the bark
peels off in thin scales exposing white, greenish, and
yellowish inner bark.
Leaves are simple, alternate, three to five-lobed
and light green. The base of the leaf stalk includes the
winter bud. Sycamore is one of the last trees to leaf out
in the spring.
Twigs are rather stout, at first green and fuzzy,
later grayish to brown and smooth. Buds are about
one-fourth of an inch long, conical, dull-pointed,
smooth and reddish-brown. The terminal bud is
absent.
Flowers occur in dense ball-like heads attached to
twigs by long slender stall(s. Fruit, borne singly, is in
the shape of a ball and is about an inch in diameter. It
contains many small seeds and usually remains on the
tree until spring.
The wood is hard and firm but very perishable
when exposed to the weather, and liable to warp. It is
used for tobacco boxes, furniture, and interior finish of
houses. It is fairly good for fuel.
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T wig and buds.

Bu tto nbaUs (frui t) covered
111 snow.

Leaf.

London Plane tree
Platantls x ami/olia
A commo n street-side and park tree of urbanized areas,
Lo ndo n Planetree looks like Sycamo re, bu t is ac tl1 alJ y a hybrid
of P. occidentali.r and P. orientalis. Lo ndon Plane tree looks
remarkably similar to Sycamore. I t has the same cream y,
ex foliating bark and large m apl e-like leaves, but it can be
distinguished from sycam ore by the frui t. Instead of being
borne singly, fruit on the Lo ndo n Plane tree is typically borne in
twos . Location can also be a clue-Lo nd on Planetree is usually
the tree lining streets and park s in urbani zed areas; sycamore is
more likely to be fo und in natural areas.
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Family:

Rhamnaceae

BUCKTHORNS
RJJOItJflIlS

TWO specIes of buckthorn, introduced in the
late 1700's, are commonly found in dense
understory thickets in Massachusetts woodlands,
forest edges, wetlands, fields, and other disturbed
areas where they outcompete native vegetation. The
two species look similar, though Glossy Buckthorn
is mostly alternate, while European Buckthorn is
mostly subopposite or opposite.
European
Buckthorn is taller than G lossy Buckthorn, which
often is a shrub 10-12 feet tall. Inner bark of
buckthorns is bright yellow. Both European and
Glossy Buckthorn are on the Prohibited Plant List.
Our native buckthorn, alder-leaved buckthorn
Rhamnus alnifolia, is a small shrub (three to four feet
tall) that is founds in wetlands.

European Buckthorn in au hlmn. Pall
color is green to greenish yellow and
persist longer than other forest species.

E uropean Buckthorn
he .... y (" llI ~te r ann leaf.

E uropean
Buckthorn
bark.

E uropean Buckthorn twig,
buds, and leaves. An example
of subopposite / opposite.
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Glossy Buckthorn
Frangula alnus

Native to Europe, western Asia, and north
Africa. Glossy Buckthorn is a shrub or small tree,
reaching heights of 10 to 12 feet. Leaves are
alternate, simple and broadly oval, with entire
margins. Leaf color is dark, glossy green above and
paler below. Unlike common buckthorn, there is a
terminal bud, which is naked, brown in color, and
larger than lateral buds. Flowers are small, yellowgreen and not showy, emerging from leafaxils. Fruit
is a small drupe, one-quarter inch wide, with two
seeds that turns from red to black as it matures.

"For in the true nature of things, if we
rightly consider, every green tree is far
more glorious than if it were made of
gold and silver. "
Martin Luther
European Buckthorn
Rhamnus cathartica

Native to Europe and western and northern Asia.
Common Buckthorn is a large shrub or small tree,
typically reaching heights of 25 feet. Leaves are
simple, subopposite or opposite, broadly oval, and
finely serrate. The upper surface is shiny, dark gree,n ,
and is lighter in color underneath. The twig is
slender and reddish-brown with a gray layer that
exfoliates. The terminal bud is a sharp thorn,
typically as long as the buds. Borne in umbels at the
base of shoots, flowers are small and yellow-green.
The fruit is a black drupe, one-quarter-inch wide,
containing three to four seeds, and persisting on the
plant into the winter. Birds eat the fruit and spread
the seeds, contributing to the escape of the plant
into woodlands.
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Farnily:

Rosaceae

DOWNY SHADBUSH
A Jlle/allcbirr arborea
Also kno\\'n as Juneberry, Shadbush, Sctyicetl'ce, Scn'iceberry

DOWNY Shadbu sh is widespread in Worcester
coun ty westward, and occasionally east to Middlesex
county. An irregular bushy tree, with a long tnmk
and ascending lateral branches, it generally does not
exceed a height of thirty-three feet. It is commonly
seen on dry slopes and along the edges o f old field s.
The leaves are oval, with sharp tips, toothed
margins, and are o ne and one- half to four inches
long. Young leaves have a dense, white hairy
underside, while m ature leaves are smooth above
and slightly hairy below.
Buds are reddish brown, one-fourth to one-half
inches long, narrow and sharp -pointed, Twigs are
reddish-brown, and darken during the first winter.
The bark is light gray with shallow fi ssures ,
Flowers are white, one and one-half inches
across and are borne in elongate drooping clusters,
just as the leaves are beginning to unfold, Ripe fruits
are maroon-purple, dry, and tas teless, though
coveted by birds.
The wood is dark brown, strong, hard, and close
grained. Its wood has no commercial value, but is
typically planted to attrac t birds or for ornam ent.

I
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Bark.

Leaves and twigs.

Bud and twig.

Flowers.

Fruit.
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Family:

Rosaceae

SMOOTH SHADBUSH
AJJJelol1Chier loevis
Also known as Allegheny Servicebeny.

SMOOTH Shadbush is common throughout the state.
A small tree with a narrow, rounded crown, long trunk and
spreading lateral branches, it can attain a height of forty feet,
but is usually half that height It is frequently found on
hillsides, and along the edges of old fields or in second
growth deciduous forests.
The leaves are oval, with rounded or pointed tips and
toothed margins, one and one-fourth to three inches long,
and smooth on both surfaces. YOung leaves tend to be
purplish in color.
Buds are green, tinged with red, three-eightl1.s to twothirds inch long, narrow and shalp-pointed.
Twigs are reddish-brown, and darken during tl1.e first
winter.
The bark is light gray with darker shallow fissures.
Flowers are white, one and one-half inches across and
are borne in elongate drooping clusters of four to eight,
when the leaves are half expanded.
Ripe fruits are purplish, one-fourth to two-fifths of an
inch in diameter, and juicy. The fruit is considered a valmble
food source for birds, and can be collected and used for
puddings or muffins.
The wood is dark brown, strong, hard, and close
grained. Its wood has no commercial value, but the tree is
typically planted to attract birds or for ornament.
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Matm e barIc

Leaves.

Flowers.

Bud and twig.

Fruit.
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Pamily:

Rosaceae

HAWTHORN
CrataegllS spp.
Also known as Thorn-Apple.

H AWTHORN is scattered throughout the state
as a low spreading tree or shrub, rarely reaching a
heigh t of more than twen ty five to thirty feet. Thirty
one different species and varieties are found in the
state. H awthorns can usually be recognized by the
small apple-like frui ts and the thorns on the
branches.
The bark is ashy gray, and somewhat scaly.
Leaves are alternate, doubly toothed, usually
somewhat lobed, smoo th, thin, dark green, and one
to four inches long.
Flowers appear about the first o f June in flat,
showy whi te clusters that have an unpleasant odor.
Fruit, which resembles miniature apples, is
about one-half inch in diameter. The flesh is thin,
m ealy, and encloses one to five round nutlets. It is
often used for making jellies.
Twigs are slender, rigid, usually armed with long
tl10rns, light brown or gray in color, and have a
zigzagged pattern of growth.
The wood is heavy, hard, close grained, and
difficult to split. It is used to some extent for
handles and other small articles.

D
Branches and thorns.
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Plowers.

Tree grown in the open.

T wigs, leaves, and th orns.

Berry clu sters in winter.

T wig and thorns.

D evelo ping berries.
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Family:

Rosaceae

CRABAPPLE
M alus spp.

In forest fragments, forest edges, roadsides, and
other areas of human habitation, it is not
uncommon to come upon apple trees. New England
is without a native crabapple, but with the
widespread planting of a variety of species and
cultivars of crabapples as ornamentals and as aids
for pollination in orchards, they have hybridized and
spread with the aid of animals who eat the often
tasty fruit and disperse the seeds. We will consider
crabapples generally here because of the tendency to
hybridize, making species identification difficult in
natural areas.
Crabapples are small trees or shrubs, reaching
heights of twenty-five feet at maturity. The forms
can vary and they may be low and rounded or more
upright. Leaves are alternate, toothed, and elliptical
in shape, with an acute or acuminate tip.
Twigs are moderately thick and gray-brown in
color, though this can vary somewhat. Spur shoots
are common.
Bark is variable, but on mature trees it may be
scaly, while younger trees it may be smooth. Color
may vary from reddish-brown to gray.
Flowers range from white to red and have five
petals. They occur in umbels in early spring. The
fruit is a pome that varies in color from red to
yellow. To be considered a crabapple, the fruit has to
be less than two inches in diameter. Fruit ripens in
the fall and often persists in the winter.
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Tree with fruit.

Bark.

F lowers.

T ree in spring.
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PamiJ y:

Rosaceae

PIN CHERRY
PnlllllJ pellS),JtJOl1iCCI

Also kno\\n as \Xlild Red O,et1)', FIre Cheny, Bird Olea)" and Pigeon Chen}'.

PIN Cherry is a pioneer species, establishing
from a seed bank, forming dense fast-growing
stands after fire or clearing. It occurs commonly
throughout the state. While it grows in a variety of
areas, it really prefers a moist, rich soil. Pin Cherry is
very shade intolerant.
It is a small tree, seldom exceeding a height of
twenty-five to thirty feet and a diameter of twelve
inches , The trunk is continuous and the branches
slender. The head is narrow and roundish or oblong.
Bark on the young trunk is smooth and reddishbrown, marked by large horizo ntally elo ngated light
colored lenticels. The outer bark peels off readily in
thin layers and exposes the green, very bitter inner
bark.
Leaves are simple, alternate, oblong or
lance-shape, three to four inches in length, finely
toothed on the margin, bright green and lu strous on
the upper surface and paler below,
Twigs are slender, smooth, bright red, often
covered with a thin gray coating which rubs off
easily. They are marked with numerous pale to
yellowish lenticels, have a bitter taste, and pungent
odor.
Flowers appear in May when th e leaves are
about half grown, They are white and occur in
clusters of four or five. Fruits are round, juicy, light
.
red drupes, about one-fourth of an inch in diameter.
The skin is thick and the flesh sour. It ripens in July~ August and is a significant food source for many
wildlife species.
The wood is light, soft, close grained, with light
brown heartwood and thin yellowish sapwood. It is
without economic value.

""---J
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Flower clusters and leaves.

Mature bark .

T wig, berries, and leaves.
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Famjly:

Rosaceae

BLACK CHERRY
P rlllltfs serafino

BLACK Cherry is the most imponant of the native
cherries for the economic value of its wood. It commonly
occurs in all pans of the state, growing on many soils, yet
preferring moist, rich ground. Aside from its commercial
value, it provides fruit for birds and wilcllife, and Howers
for bees. Black Cherry is shade intolerant. Though
sometimes a mere shrub, it usually reaches a height of
seventy-five feet and acquires a diameter of thirty six
inches.
The trunk is usually continuous and the branches are
small and horiwntal. The head is narrow and oblong.
Bark on young stems is red-brown, somewhat
lustrous, marked with conspicuous white, horiwntally
elongated lenticels, and peels off in thin film-like layers,
exposing green inner bark.
Leaves are simple, alternate, oblong to lance-shape,
three to five inches in length. The margin is notched with
fine teeth, somewhat leathery in texture, and dark green
and lustrous on the upper surface.
Twigs are smooth, reddish-brown, and marked with
numerous small whitish lenticels. Buds are about an eighth
of an inch long, smooth, glossy, reddish-brown and
covered with about four visible scales.
Flowers appear in late May or early June, when the
leaves are only half grown. Many small white Howers are
clustered on a hanging raceme which is four to five inches
in long.
Fruits are round, about the size of a pea, dark purple
in color, and usually slightly bitter. In addition to the bark,
the fruit also possesses valuable medicinal properties.
The wood is moderately heavy, hard, strong,
fine-grained, and has reddish-brown heartwood. It is
durable and used for furillture, interior firushing, tools, ties,
implements, and high-end panels.
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Scaly gra y black bark of
a mature tree.

Leaves and twig.

Flower clu sters look similar to a bottle bru sh.

Red fruits changing to black.
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Family:

Rosaceae

AMERICAN MOUNTAIN-ASH
S orbl/S alllericalla

This attractive native tree 1S commonly
overlooked, as it seldom attains abundance and
may not always exhibit the prolific flowering and
fruiting that would catch the eye. This is a medium
-sized tree of open habitats, most often found at
forest edges, regenerating clearcuts, abandoned
fields, and shrubby mountain balds. The Mountain
-Ashes are not related to the true ashes (genus
Fraximls) , though their large compound leaves
suggest a kinship. When receiving ample sunlight,
the tree will produce copious flowers to the
benefit of native pollinators, and these in turn yield
attractive, though unpalatable, fruits III late
summer/ early fall that are an important food
source for migrating and overwintering birds.
The bark is gray-brown and smooth with
many long, raised lenticels, somewhat reminiscent
of ornamental cherry trees, roughening with age.
The twigs are stout and glaucous, marked by
prominent white lenticels. Buds are large with
lustrous reddish-brown scales.
The leaves are large and pinnately compound,
alternately arranged along the stem (as opposed to
the opposite leaf arrangement of true ashes).
Leaflets are long-ovate to lanceolate, serrate on
the margins, and lying sessile to the axis of the leaf.
The petiole and leaf axis (rachis) are commonly
tinged with red.
The flowers are especially attractive, forming
large panicles of white blossoms in June. Like its
relatives in the Rose family, including hawthorn
and apple, each flower has five petals that are
fused with the calyx and ovary to form a
hypanthium, collectively developing into the
mature fruit.
The fruits are small apple-like pomes, each
around one-quarter inch in diameter, turnlllg a
deep red to orange-red color in autumn.
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Trees leafing ou t in spring.

Cluster of pomes(fruit).

Twig and bud.

F lowers and compound leaves.

Related species:
Showy Mountain-Ash,
SorbllJ decora
Considered rare in Massachusetts (presently listed as Endangered),
this more northern species can be found atop Mt. Greylock in tile
company of Balsam Fir and Red Spruce. It is distinguished from the
more common native species by having stomer leaflets, larger Aower
petals and larger, more orange-colored fruits.
European Mountain-Ash,

Sorbt/s attmparia.
This is the rowan-tree of European mythology. In the U.S., it has
been widely planted as a landscape tree for its large clusters of white
flowers and bright orange tiuits, though it is quite vulnerable to
disease. As with the native species, tile copious flowers have value
for pollinators, and birds are atrracted to tile late tiuits. H ence it may
be obsetved seeding into waste places and open fields. Its leaves are
generally much smaller, and the leaflets more abruptly tapering to a
point, tllan the two native species.
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Family:

Ru taceae

AMUR CORKTREE
Pbcl/odendroll alllllrCIlSC

NATIVE to China and Japan, Amur Corktree, a
member of the citrus family, has escaped from
cultivation and can now be found naturalized in
woodlands. It is on the state prohibited plant list.
Amur Corktree is a medium-sized tree, reaching
heights of forty five feet, often with an equal or
greater spread and a Bat-topped crown.
Leaves are 10- 15 inches long and opposite and
pinnately compound, with seven to eleven leaflets.
The leaflets are two to four inches long, entire, ovate
with a pointy tip, and with a narrow or rounded
base. They are dark green above and paler below.
On mature trees, bark is dark gray and corklike
in appearance with ridges and furrows. On younger
trees, the corky ridges are not as developed.
Twigs are stout and shiny brown or orangebrown, with prominent lenticels. The leaf scar is a
distinctive horseshoe shape, with the bud set in the
(CU."
Flowers, not ornamentally important, are small
and yellow and borne in panicles two to three-and-ahalf inches long. Amur Corktree is dioecious,
meaning that male and female Bowers occur on
separate trees.
The fruit, developing from female Bowers, is a
small black drupe that ripens in the fall and can
persist on trees through winter. When crushed, the
fruit gives off a strong odor.

Twig and bud set in leaf scar.
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Tree grown in the open.

Mature bark.

Twigs .

Compo und leaves.

Cl usters of unripened fruit.
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POPLARS
How to know the Poplars

Quaking Aspen
Popuills /reIJlllloides

Largetooth Aspen
Populus grandidmtata

Eastern
Cottonwood
Populus deltoides

Bark

Bark

Bark

Very bitter. Smooth,
becoming ri dged.

ot bitter. Smooth,
becoming ri dged .

Bitter. D eeply
ridged.

Leaves

Leaves

Leaves

Ro undish. Margin
finel y toothed.
Upper surface
lustrous.

Broad ly egg-s haped.
Margin coarsely
scalloped. Upper
surface no t lustro us.

Del toid in shape,
marglt1s more or
less ciliate when
young.

Winter Buds

Winter Buds

Winter Buds

Co nical, lustrous
and somewhat
sticky.

Broadly egg-shaped .
Not sti cky and
covered with
whi tis h, matted
hairs.

Large, egg-shaped,
resino us, glossy, and
chestnut-brown.

NOTE

I

I

Introduced species. In addition to these native
Poplars, two European speCles are commonly
planted - the Lombardy Poplar (P. nigra Ttalica'),
recognized by its tall, spire-like form, and the White
Poplar (P. alba), easily distinguished by its leaves,
green above and very white-cottony beneath.
The Poplars belong to the willow family and
resemble the willows, especially in flower and
fruit characteristics. These species can be easily
propagated from curtings. The nodding, worm-like,
staminate and pistillate catkins are borne upon
different trees and, opening before the leaves, are
conspicuous in early spring. The Poplars are widely
distributed, extending from the Arctic Circle to
Mexico and from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
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View of the Connecticut river fro m :Mount Sugarloa f State
Reservation.

H alibu t Point State Parle

Other Notable Species
Balsam Poplar
Populus bal.ra17lifera
Considered rare in Massachusetts, thi s m ore northern species is
scattered across the state bu t is typically o utcom peted by its
cousins, Bigtooth and Q uaking Aspen. Mos t notable are the
buds and leaves, both of whi ch are very sti cky and fragrant
fro m the " balsam" resin contained in the plant.

Swamp Cottonwood
Populus heterophylla
T hi s species was no t kn own fro m Massachusetts until 1999,
when a single populatio n was discovered in a seasonallyflooded wetland in the H olyoke Range, H amp shire County, by
D r. K aren Sear cy, Professor of Biology at U tV[ass Amherst.
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Fami ly:

Saucaceae

EASTERN COTTONWOOD
PopllillJ deltoideJ
aio;()

knO\\n as Southern Cottonwood, C<'l1ulina Poplar, h'lStem Poplar, eckJace Poplar.

EASTERN Cottonwood is a tall tree that grows
mostly in western Massachusetts. It is short-lived,
but is the fastest-growing commercial forest species
in North America. It grows best on moist, welldrained sands or silts near streams and along rivers,
often in pure stands. Eastern Cottonwood is very
shade intolerant.
It attains a height of forty to sixty feet and a
trunk d.iameter of one to two feet. The bark is
deeply ridged and dark in color.
Leaves are simple, alternate, broadly heartshaped, six to ten inches in length, with fine teeth on
the margins. They can be woolly-white or hairless.
The leaf stalk is flattened at right angles to the blade
of the leaf.
Twigs are hairless or woolly-white and dark
brown in color. End buds are three-eighths to five eighths inch long, hairless or hairy-white toward the
base and somewhat gummy. No other poplar has
gummy end buds less than five-eighths inches long.
Flowers are catkins and appear in March or
April, before the leaves. Fruits are in long caterpillar

I

I

-like catkins which often release cottony seeds that
cover tl1e ground in a white fluff in early June.
The lightweight, rather soft wood is used
primarily for core stock in manufacturing furniture
and for pulpwood. Eastern Cottonwood is one of
the few hardwood species that is planted and grown
specifically for tl1ese purposes.
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Tree in winter.

Mature bark.

Branches, leaves, and the cottony seeds the tree is named for.

The broadl y heart-shaped
lea f.

The long caterpillar-like
catkins that hold the fruit.
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Pamily:

Salicaceae

BIGTOOTH ASPEN
Populus gn:lI7didenta/a
also known as Largetooth Aspen, Poplar or Popple.

BIGTOOTH Aspen is common throughout the
state, growing in various soils, but preferring rich,
sand y soil in the vicinity of streams and swamps. It
is a quick-growing tree, very similar in appearance to
the Quaking Aspen. Bigtooth Aspen is classed as
very shade intolerant. It cannot successfully
reproduce und er its own shade, and seedlings must
be kept free of competing brush and grasses.
However, sucker growth is rapid enough to outgrow
its competltlon.
It attains a height of thirty to forty feet and a
trunk diameter of one to I:\vO feet. The bark is
smooth and greenish-gray in color. On old trees it is
somewhat darker and divided into broad, flat ridges.
Leaves
are simple, alternate, broadly
egg-shaped, two to six inches in length, coarsely
scalloped on the margins and dark green on the
upper surface. The leaf stalk is flattened at right
angles to the blade of the leaf. Young leaves are
white-woolly on the underside.
Twigs are hairless or slightly silky-gray. End
buds are dull, more than three-eighths of an inch
long, and decidedly hairy-gray.
Flowers are catkins and appear in March or
April, before the leaves. Fruit are in long caterpillar
-like catkins which often release cottony seeds .
The wood is similar to that of the Quaking
Aspen, being light, soft and of little value. In the
1900's it was used for paper pulp, box-boards and
sometimes for fuel. Today the light-colored wood is
used mostly for paper pulp, although Aspen bark
has been pelletized for supplemental cattle feed and
fuel.
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Trees.

Mature bark.

Twig and bud s.

Leaf.

Flowers (ca tl' ins).
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Pamily:

Salicaceac

QUAKING ASPEN
Popl/I/IS treml/loides
also known as Trembling Aspen, Golden Aspen, J\ humin 1\spcn, Popple, Poplar
and Trembling Poplar.

QUAKING Aspen is a rapidly growing tree common to
all parts of Massachusetts. It du-ives in many soils, but prefers a
moist, somewhat sandy soil. It is frequently the first tree to
take possession where forests have been burned, or cut off.
Quaking Aspen is classified as very shade intolerant, a
characteristic it retains woughour its life. Reproduction by
root sprouts is frequent and vegetative clones can spread over
considerable areas, producing one of the largest single
organisms on earth.
A medium-sized u'ee, it seldom exceeds a height of
twenty to fifty feet and a diameter of one to two feet. Branches
are slender, extending at right angles to the stem, slightly
pendulous toward the ends and forming a narrow, round
head.
The bark is smooth and pale green, marked with patches
of dark brown. Trunks of old trees are ash-gray in color,
although at the base of the tree it is almost black and
conspicuously ridged. The bark is very birter and has a taste
similar to that of quinine.
Leaves are simple, alternate, roundish, about two to six
inches in length, finely toothed, and dark green and lustrous
on the upper surface. The leaf stalk is Bartened at right angles
to the blade of the leaf, causing the leaf to Burter in the
slightest breeze. Twigs are hairless, dark brown, somewhat
ridged and angled. End buds are shiny and somewhat
gummy, one-quarter to wee-eighths of an inch long.
Flowers are in catl<ins and appear in April before tl1e
leaves on separate male and female trees. Fruit are in long
caterpillar-like catlcins which often release cortony seeds.
The wood is soft, weak, and very perishable when
exposed to the weather. It has very lime shrinkage, and high
grades of aspen are used for lLUnber and wooden matches.
The lower grades of Aspen wood go into pulp and
particle-board. In the 1900's it was used, to a certain extent, in
the mal<ing of paper pulp, box-boards, and occasionally for

fuel.
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Quaking Aspen growing alo ng fores t edge.

Leaves " quaking" in the wind.

© D . Barr}'

1

oti ce the flattened leaf stalk
(peti oles) .

Leaves.
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The as h-gray color
of old er bark.
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Famjly:

SaJjcaceae

WILLOWS
Salix spp.

MASSACHUSETTS has many willows, but this
is a large and difficult group to differentiate. All
willows have the following characteristics in
common: buds are covered with a single, cap-like
scale with silky, gray hairs beneath the scale. Leaves
are alternate, mostly narrow, and the petioles are
short or lacking. Flowers occur in catkins. Fruits
consist of small, usually two-valved capsules filled
with silky hairs which are attached to the seeds.
"1 like trees because they seem more
resigned to the way they have to live
than other things do."
Willa Cather
BLACK WILLOW
SaLix nigra

BLACK Willow occurs throughout the State. It
grows to a height of twenty to fifty feet, and is found
in wet areas near streams, ponds, and swamps. The
stout, upright, spreading branches and drooping
twigs give the tree a broad, irregularly rounded head.
It is probably our largest native willow. The bark on
older growth and trunk is dark brown or nearly
black, and divided by fissures into irregular scaly
plates. The very narrow, oblong, lance shaped, finelytoothed leaves are two to five inches long and
sometimes slightly hairy beneath. The terminal bud
is absent and the lateral buds are brownish, onesixteenth inch long, and narrowly conical. The wood
is soft, light, weak, and was once a favored material
for artificial limbs. Today it is used for baskets,
boxes, crates, furniture, and small specialty items.
Black Willows are sometimes planted to stabilize
stream banks .
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Mature bark.

Leaf.

Twig and bud.

Fruit.
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Pamily:

Simaroubaceae

TREE OF HEAVEN
Ai/allthllS a/lissillla

INTRODUCED in the late 1700's, this invasive
tree was once a commonly planted urban tree
mostly due to its fast growth rate, lack of pest
problems, pollution tolerance, and an ability to
grow in any soil. It is so tolerant of urban conditions
that it can even be found growing in pavement and
sidewalk cracks. Reaching heights of forty to sixty
feet , its widely adaptable properties have allowed it
to spread well beyond the urban environment.
The leaves are pinnately compound, eighteen to
twenty four inches long and alternate. There are
eleven to twenty five dark green, sharp-pointed
leaBets measuring three to five inches long. Each
sharply pointed leaBet has two to four coarse teeth at
its base. The leaves give off an unpleasant odor when
crushed. Fall color is a pale yellow.
Twigs are stout and yellowish to reddish brown.
The heart-shaped leaf scars become quite prominent
in the winter. A foul odor is emitted when crushed.
Pith is light brown and wide.
The small, yellow green Bowers are dioecious
and are borne in eight to sixteen inch panicles
appearing in June. Male Bowers have a vile odor that
attracts insects, while the female Bowers are odorless.
Found only on the female trees and appearing in
clusters, the fruit is a samara, one and a half inches
long and a half inch wide, with the seed in the
center. The color starts as yellow green to orange
red and changes to brown. They persist well into
winter.
Wood is pale yellow and close grained. It has a
tendency to twist and crack as it dries . Mostly used
as charcoal and fuel wood, it can also be used for
cabinetry.
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Young trees.

The yellow-green samaras .

The large compound lea f.

H eart-shaped leaf scar.

T he o lder brown samaras .
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Famil y:

Tiliaceae

AMERICAN BASSWOOD
Tilia alllericana

AMERICA Basswood is found in rich, moist
bottomland soil in almost every part o f the state,
being most co mmon wes t of th e Connecticut River.
American Basswood is shade toleran t and a prolific
sprou ter.
It is a large tree, with an average height of
seven ty to eighty fee t and a diameter of two to three
feet.
Branches are numerous, comparatively small
and slender, and often somewhat pendulous.
Th e bark on young trees is dark gray and
smooth, wIllie on older trun ks it is dark, with deep
and irregular furrows.
Leaves are simple, alternate, very broadly eggshaped to round, fro m fo ur to seven inches in long,
firm in texture, tooth ed along the margin, and
unequally heart-shaped at the base.
Twigs are smooth, shiny, rather stout, and
brigh t red. Buds are egg-shaped, two-ranked, stout,
blunt-pointed, usually deep red, and with three
visible bud-scales.
Flowers are greenish -yellow and appear in late
June or early July. The stalk which bears tll e flowers
is attached to an oblong, yellowish, leaf-like body.
Th e flowers them selves are pleasantly fragrant and
rich in nectar, attracting bees and insects.
The fruit is a woody, nu t-like berry abou t the
size of a pea. It usually occurs in small clu sters
attached to wing-like bract by slender stalks, o ften
persisting far into win ter.
The wood is ligh t, close-grained, and soft. The
homogenous whi te wood lends itself well to carving,
and it is preferred in the making o f decoys and
wooden utensils. It is employed for paper pulp, in
carriage making, and for furniture. The tree is a
favori te with bee-keepers and choice honey can be
made.
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The red bud and twig.

Tree.

Leaves and fruit.

The bark of a m ature
tree.

Th e heart-shaped leaf with fr uit.

Littleleaf Linden
Tilia cOlda/a
Li ttleleaf Linden is a E uropea n species commonly planted in
urban areas. The leaves are similar to basswood, tho ugh, as the
common name implies, tlley are smaller, o ne and a half to three
inch es lo ng. The habit is pyram.idal to rounded at maturity,
compared wim the more oblong crown of T. ameri.-alla.
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Family:

Ulmaceae

HACKBERRY
Celtis occidentalis

H ACKBE RRY grows In vanous areas,
sometimes in moist, rich ground, yet more
frequ ently o n gravelly soil or rocky hillsides. It
occurs occasionally throughout the state, but it is
som ewhat more abundan t in the cen tral sections.
H ackb erry is intermediate in shade tolerance. Trees
suppressed for an extended period are o ften poorly
formed.
A slow-growing tree o f medium dimensions, it
attains a heigh t o f twen ty to forty feet and a
diameter of eight to twenty inches . The trunk is
short and the branches are stout, spreading. The
head is low and round.
Bark on the trunk of old trees is grayish-brown
and is broken into thin scales. It is often marked
with corky warts and ridges . Th e bark o n the current
season's shoots is reddish-brown.
Leaves are simple, alternate, two to four inches
long and variable in outline. They bear some
resemblance to the leaf o f the American E lm.
Twigs are extremely slender, tend to zigzag, and
are o ften grouped in dense clusters known as
"witch es' broo ms." Th e pith is made up of tllin
whi te plates separated by wide air spaces and is
known as " chambered pith. "
Flowers are gree nish and appear in May with
the leaves. Fruit is a ro und drupe about one-fourth
of an inch in diameter. T he fles h is sweet and tlle
outer surface is purplish-red, changing in win ter to a
browni sh-orange.
The wood is yellowish, rather heavy, soft, weak
and qui ck to decay. It is employed in making the
cheaper grades of furniture, crates, boxes, and
agricultural implements.
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The prominently
lenticelled light
olive-brown twig.
Grayish bark with corky warts.

T wigs and leaves.

Leaves showing an un even base.
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P ami!)':

U lmaceae

AMERICAN ELM
UIIlIIIS alllericClIlCI

AMERICAN Elm, is the state tree of
Massachusetts, and is capable of occurring
everywhere, however it reaches its maximum
development in the Connecticut River Valley. Its
favorite habitat is the moist ground along streams
and rich bottomlands. American Elm is intermediate
in shade tolerance.
Its graceful appearance, typically vase-shaped, yet
often varied, is very familiar. Commonly from fifty
to sixty feet in height, it often grows to a height of
one hundred feet or more, and may acquire a trunk
diameter of six to ten feet. It is usually a quickgrowing tree.
The bark on the trunk is ashy-gray, thick, and
divided by deep fissures into Hat ridges which
separate into thin scales.
Leaves are simple, alternate, four to six inches in
length, coarsely doubly-toothed, and uneven at the
base. They are dark green and somewhat rough on
the upper surface.
Twigs are smooth, reddish-brown, marked with
obscure pale breathing pores. Buds are egg-shaped,
usually smooth, covered with six to ten overlapping
reddish-brown scales with darker margins.
Flowers appear in late March or early April
before the leaves. Small winged fruits (samaras)
ripen in May before the leaves are fully developed.
The wood is heavy, hard, strong, tough and
rather durable. It has been employed for the hubs of
wheels, in boat and ship building, for Hooring, and
in cooperage.
"A people without children would face a
hopeless future; a country without trees is
almost as helpless."
Theodore Roosevelt
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T he classic vase-shaped Am erica n E lm with yellow faLl color.

Twig and leaves.

Mature bark.

Twig and lea f.
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f amily:

Uhnaceae

SLIPPERY ELM
U 111I/IS rtf bra

SLIPPERY Elm, so called because of the moist
and sticky inner-bark, is very rare in the eastern
sections of the state, but is rather common in the
western parts. It has a preference for low, rich soil,
though is sometimes found on higher ground. On
sites to which it is well adapted, Slippery Elm is one
of the more shade-tolerant species.
It is shorter than the American Elm, and in
proportion to its height, more spreading. It is a
medium-sized tree, attaining a height of forty to fifty
feet and a trunk diameter of one to two feet. The
head is very broad and almost flat.
Bark on the trunk is thick, dark brown tinged
with red, divided by shallow fissures into flat ridges
and covered with flat scales. Inner bark is slippery
and fragrant.
Leaves are simple, alternate, five to seven inches
long, sharply doubly toothed, dark green, very rough
on the upper and under surfaces, and with an
uneven bottom margin. Winter buds are rounded at
the top, dark brown in color and covered with rusty
hairs. Twigs are grayish and rather rough when
mature.
Small flowers appear before the leaves, about the
middle of April, and the small fruit ripens in late
spring. The fruit (samara) is a papery circle with a
seed in the center.
The wood is very similar to that of the American
Elm, being heavy, strong, and durable. It has been
employed in the manufacturing of agriculrural
implements, for hubs of wheels, in the construction
of vessels, and for fence posts.
"A rainy day is the perfect time for a
walk in the woods."
Rachel Carson
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Twig, bud s and fl owers.

Buds and leaf sca r.
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GLOSSARY

Abortive (fruit). Not developed completely.
Acorn. The fruit of an oak, consisting of a nut seated
in a cup-like base.
Acute. Sharp-pointed.
Alternate (arrangement of leaves, buds). Not
opposite on sides of twig.
Awl-shaped (leaf). Narrow and tapeting to a sharp
point
Axil. Angle; e.g. the angle between a leaf and a stem,
or the angle of the branching vein.
Axillary. Situated on an axil.
Bark. The outer layer of the stem of most woody
plants, usually rough or corky
Basal disc (fruit). A plate-like stmcture on the base
of a fruit.
Base. That portion of the leaf blade to w hich the
petiole is attached.
Berry. A small fleshy many-seeded fruit.
Blade. The expanded part of the leaf.
Bloom. A whitish covering; usually on new shoot
growth or fmit.
Bract. A leaf-like stmcture whicb is attached to a
flower, a fruit, or to its st.:'llk.
Branch. A subdivision of the main stem.
Branchlet. Shoot growth of ril e latest growing
season.
Brisde. A stiff hair.
Bud. An undeveloped stem with undeveloped leaves,
or flowers, or both .
Bud scales. Small, dry, modified leaves covering a
bud.
Bur (fruit). A prickly or spiny busk enclosing the
seed.
Capsule (fruit). A dry fmit enclosing more than one
seed and splitting freely at maturity.
Catkin. A compact, cylindrical cluster of flowers of
rile same sex.
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Chambered (pith). With hollow cavities separated by
discs or plates.

Compound (leaf). A leaf composed of leaflets.
Cone. A spike-like cluster o f scales bearing naked seeds.
Conical. Wide at the base and gradually tapering to a
point; circular in cross section.
Conifer. Cone-bearing trees; tile so-called "evergreens."
Cordate (leaf). H eart-shaped at tile petiole end or base.
Crown. The whole upper foliage of a tree.
Cup (fruit). The sealed, co ncave basal portion o f oak
frui t "acorns."
Cyme. A flattened flowering structure, center flowers
bloom earliest
Deciduous (trees). All leaves drop in the autumn; no t
evergreen.
Diaphragmed (Pith) . Solid but divided into sections
by firmer discs.
Downy. Covered with short, soft hairs.
Dmpe (fruit). Fleshy outside, hard and stone-like
inside.
Ellipsoid. T apers equally at bo til end s; more than twice
as long as broad.
Elliptical. Like an ellipse; flat and tapering equally at
both ends.
Entire (leaf). Margin o f leaf without teeth, lobes, or
divisions.
Fascicle (leaf) . A cluster of conifer leaves.
Fluted (stem). With alternating rounded depressions
and ridges; sinuate.
Fruit. The seed-bearing part of a tree.
Glands. G enerally rai sed structures at tile tips o f hairs,
or on a leaf, petiole, or twig.
Globose. Spherical or globe-shaped.
Habitat. Environmental type, e.g. rocky, moist, wellch'ained, etc.
Head. A compact aggregate of flowers or fruit on a
common stalk.
Husk (fruit). The somewhat leathery, outer-covering of
a fruit sometimes capable of splitting along
well-defined lines.
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Lance-shaped. Long and tapering; several times longer
than broad; broadest at base.
Leaf. Stalk and blade of hardwoods; needles and scales
of conifers.
Leaflets. Smaller leaf units which together fOlm a
compound leaf.
Lenticel (bark). Cork)" raised pores on woody parts
with openings for air-gas exchange.
Linear (leaf) . Much longer than broad with parallel
margms.
Lobed (leaf). With large, rounded or pointed
projections along the leaf-margin. Projection
formed by indentations of the leaf-margin.
Margin (leaf). The edge, perimeter, or portion forming
the outline.
Midrib (leaf). The large central vein.
Mucro. A tiny rounded prominence at the extremity of
a leaf.
Oblong. Longer than wide with nearly parallel sides.
Obovate. Egg-shaped in outline; broadest above the
middle.
Opposite (arrangement ofleaves, buds). Directly
across from one anotl1er on a common axis or
twig.

Oval. Somewhat elliptical; less than twice as long as
broad.
Ovate. Egg-shaped in outline; broadest below the
middle.
Ovoid. Egg-shaped solid .
Palmate (leaf) (vein). Compound, with leaflets
originating at tl1e same point on a common
stalk. Veins originating at a common point at
base of leaf blade.
Petiole (leaf). The stalk tl1at supports the leaf blade.
Pinnate (leaf) (vein). Compound, with leaflets along a
common rachis or stalk. Veins originating along
a common mid-vein.
Pistillate. Containing female portions of flowers, or tl1e
pistils.
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Racem e. mnerous stalked flowers or fruit along a
common axiS.
Rachis. The common stalk in a compound leaf to
which the leaflets are attached.
Ranked (leaves). A11'anged in rows on some conifers.
Rich-Mesic F orest. Forests occurring on damp, fertile
soils that are rich in nu trients, usually due to a
combination of soil structure (e.g. clay) and the
influence of bedrock on groundwater
(e.g. limestone, basalt). Moisture is readily
available, but the site is neid1er drought-prone
nor poorly-drained. These are among the most
productive and bo tanically interesting forests in
the ortheast.
Samara. A winged fmit e.g. ash, maple.
Scales (bud). Smail, modified leaves on d1e outer
surface of buds.
Scales (cone). The basic stmctures that enclose the
seeds.
Scale-like (leaf). Small, generally overlapping, triangular
-shaped leaves o f some conifers.
Seed. That part of the fruit capable of germinating and
producing a new plant.
Serrate (leaf). Margins with a saw-tooth ouiline.
D oubly serrate, with small teeth on the larger
teeth.
Sessile. Stemless, lying clirecdy adjacent to main stem
Simple (leaf). A single leaf composed of a single blade.
N ot compound.
Smooth. Witho ut hairs, glands, or any roughness.
Solid (pith) . Without cavities or sections separated by
discs.
Spur. A short, extremely slow growing, woody twig
projection.
Staminate. Containing male portion s of flowers, or the
stamens.
Stipule. A tiny, leafy, sometimes spiny projection arising
at the base of a petiole.
Stone. 111e "bony" pit of dmpes.
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Toothed (leaf). With moderate projections along the
margm.
Umbel. A group of flowers or fruit whose stalks have a
common point of attachment.
Unequal (leaf base). Base palts of blade on either side
of mid-rib are uneven.
Valve-like (bud scales). Meet at their margins and do
not overlap.
Wavy (leaf margin). Undulating but smooth; not
toothed nor lobed.
Whorl (leaves or branches). More than two
originating at the same level on a common axis.

Polly Hill Arboretum
O n the left is a variegated T uli p T ree
O n the Right is a Fringe T ree in fl ower.

"That each day I may walk unceasingly on
the banks of my water, that my soul may
repose on the branches of the trees which
I planted, that I may refresh myself under
the shadow of my sycomore."
Egyptian to mb inscription,
circa 1400 BeE
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The D epartment of Conservati,on
and Recreation is steward of 0re
than 450,000 acres through out
Massachusetts. Its mission is to
protect, pro mote, and enhance our
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